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ABSTRACT
Retaining Relocating Members In
The Baptist Convention of Ontario and Quebec
William G. Norman
This study demonstrates the need for the Baptist
Convention of Ontario and Quebec to have an intentional
method for retaining its relocating members in active local
church involvement. It examines relocating as one of life's
transitional experiences and identifies emotional and
spiritual needs to which a ministry of the denomination and
its local churches can respond.
A review of relevant literature includes an examination
of three relocating church member referral services in the
United States. It continues with an examination of
literature dealing with the emotional, psychological and
spiritual aspects of relocating specifically and life's
transitions generally. Also included in this section is an
examination of relevant insights regarding the retention and
assimilation of church members as well as Canadian mobility
statistics .
The scriptural foundation for this ministry is based on
an understanding of the church as the body of Christ.
Scriptural and theological insights are presented to
establish that this description of the church is meant to be
understood as a statement of fact. Therefore congregations
cannot ignore members who move from one community to
another, for they are part of the body-
The project is the development of a kit to be
distributed to every church in the Baptist Convention of
Ontario and Quebec to enable the denomination to implement a
ministry of referral and reception for relocating members.
The kit is developed on the basis of insights discovered in
the literature review and interviews of a number of people
who had recently relocated to a new community and church.
The items in the kit are based on needs identified in the
lives of those who move.
Active members are often lost to churches following a
move. The emotional, spiritual and psychological needs
experienced by those relocating are often underestimated by
the settled residents of the new community- Through the
implementation of an intentional ministry, the church can
respond to the needs of those relocating and retain them in
active church involvement .
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CHAPTER 1
Background to the Problem
The Baptist Convention of Ontario and Quebec (BCOQ) is
a fellowship of 400 churches in the central Canadian
provinces of Ontario and Quebec. Despite a traditional and
often re-emphasized focus on evangelism, the BCOQ in recent
years has experienced a decline in total active membership;
for example, from 34,469 in 1977 to 31,673 in 1987. Roger
Smith, then Associate Executive Minister for Administration
of the BCOQ, presented statistics to a BCOQ Council meeting
16 February, 1989, which indicated 7,418 persons disappeared
from the rolls of BCOQ churches during that period. Smith
speculated that many of these persons had moved from one
community to another and had failed to transfer their
membership to another BCOQ church.
The lack of specific knowledge regarding those who have
disappeared from the rolls of BCOQ churches prompts this
project. All those persons unaccounted for by the BCOQ may
now be part of another denomination; or they may have
dropped out of active church involvement. Likely the best
guess is a combination of those two possibilities. But
whatever is suggested would be just that: a guess. This
project is based on the assumption that members are lost to
active church involvement after relocating.
Having made that admission, clearly there are
significant reasons for believing an intentional method is
needed for retaining members who relocate. John Wilton,
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Executive Minister of the BCOQ, believes "losses of active
members do occur now because no intentional, consistent
method is in place" (conversation with the author).
This is no new concern among Baptists. Reginald Bibby
makes this point:
Incidentally, this conclusion about the importance
of retaining the geographically mobile is hardly
new. Back in 1903, the Committee on the State of
Religion for the Baptist Convention of Ontario and
Quebec wrote in its annual report:
'Many whose names have been erased by change of
residence have been lost sight of by the church
where their membership had been. In connection
with the losses by erasure, it is well to notice a
large number of non-resident members. ...Do not
the foregoing statements demand on the part of our
churches a more solicitous guardianship of those
that have removed to other parts and have not
united with the nearest Baptist church' (Bibby,
Fragmented Gods 30 ) .
At a conference held at McMaster University, Hamilton,
Ontario, Bibby said Canadian Baptist leaders made another
call more than forty years ago for an intentional method of
retaining relocating members. Again, no action was taken.
This is difficult to understand considering the importance
of transfer growth to many churches.
An examination by Bibby and Merlin Brinkerhoff of
membership statistics for conservative churches in Calgary,
Alberta, revealed in 1981 that reaf filiation is by far the
largest source of membership growth. In this study,
reaf filiation accounted for 51% to 78% of the new members
(Bibby and Brinkerhoff, "Circulation Revisited" 257). Any
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denomination which seeks to simply maintain its membership
levels should pay attention to its relocating members.
It can be argued that the BCOQ should attempt to retain
its relocating members because other churches are doing it.
In the United States, the United Church of Christ has the
U.C.C. Movers programme, the American Baptists have ABC-Find
and the United Methodist Men fund Moving United Methodists.
C. Kirk Hadaway notes pastors are informed of about 30,000
moves per year through the Moving United Methodists
programme (Hadaway 112, 133, 134). These programmes will be
described in detail in Chapter 2. The content of what each
of these programmes provides to member churches of their
respective denominations is Appendix A, pages 94 to 107.
It is not a concern for institutional decline alone
which prompts this study. Local churches and denominations
are manifestations of the body of Christ in the world. In
his New Testament letters, Paul speaks of individual
Christians as parts of the body. He maintains that these
parts of the body cannot be separated from the body without
causing distress to both the body part and the remainder of
the body-
As the body of Christ, the church also acknowledges
Christ as head of the body. When a member of a local
church, a part of the body, moves from one location to
another, it is unacceptable that this person's continuing
attachment to the body be left to chance. Christ gave
himself in order that that person would become part of the
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body. Christ now directs his body, the church, to do all in
its power to retain within an active relationship all those
have been united with him. The theological and scriptural
foundation for this study will be explored in chapter 4 .
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this project is to provide for the BCOQ
a method for referring the names of relocating members to a
church in the community to which the move is being made.
Context of the Study
Relocating is one of life's transitional experiences.
A process is involved in completing such an experience. One
may move physically on a specific date, but that is not when
the process of moving is completed. The transition involved
in relocating can take months. The ministry of the church
to those relocating can either help or hinder a successful
transition.
Literature dealing with life's transitions describes
the various phases in similar fashion. Gail Sheehy speaks
of the following phases: anticipation, separation and
incubation, expansion and incorporation (Sheehy 55-74).
In using the word anticipation, Sheehy is referring to
the skills of preparation which individuals bring to a
transition. "People who are unusually well prepared as
they approach a normal life passage are those who have
collected the skills. ..for enthusiastically pursuing what is
possible at the next stage" (Sheehy 62).
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There will then be great differences in what
individuals bring to the anticipation phase as it applies to
relocating. The move might have been planned for a number
of months. Perhaps it was forced upon a person or family
with great suddenness. A sensitive ministry to those
relocating will take into account the length of time which
the person or family has had to prepare for the move.
The separation and incubation phase involves pulling
away from the old to embrace the new. "The individual who
is separating from aspects of an old self must endure some
loss of belonging while a new and different path is being
explored" (Sheehy 67). During this phase, the person
relocating will analyze priorities and decide which ones
will be cast aside and which ones will be taken up with
renewed energy.
The expansion phase is a time for deciding how those
priorities will be expanded in the new location. In other
words, the person who has relocated now decides which
aspects will be added to his or her life. The incorporation
phase is described by Sheehy as an opportunity to rest.
"We need time to absorb what has changed and to integrate
it into a new way of thinking about ourselves and the
world" (Sheehy 74 ) .
William Bridges speaks of endings, the neutral zone and
the new beginning (Bridges 88). Relocation to a new
community involves a number of endings. For a family, it
may involve the end of one or more jobs, the end of
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connections with a particular school, with organizations and
recreational teams, with a church home, with relationships,
with comfortable and even cherished routines.
These endings can make those involved in relocating
feel as if they are dealing with a kind of death. "Endings
are, let's remember, experiences of dying. They are
ordeals, and sometimes they challenge so basically our sense
of who we are that we believe they will be the end of us"
(Bridges 109, 110).
Such endings cannot be dealt with quickly- There
simply must be the opportunity to react. There must also be
a recognition that not everyone will deal with the endings
involved on a neat and tidy schedule.
Methodology
Providing the BCOQ with a method for referring names of
relocating members required two things. First, existing
programmes were examined to discover which features were
transferable. Second, individuals who had recently
relocated were selected by the author to respond to a
questionnaire and to be interviewed. The questionnaire is
Appendix B, pages 108 and 109- This was the method chosen
to provide the author with reflections upon the experience
of relocating and insights into what would make for an
effective method of referral from one church to another.
The interviews will be described in greater detail in
Chapter 3. Three issues which arose in those interviews are
outlined here to underline the importance of the interviews
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in determining the design of a ministry to those relocating.
The first is the need for intentional care during a time of
relocating- The second is the wide variety of what this
author will call "style" and "mood" among the various
congregations of the BCOQ. The third concerns the variety
of theological stances among these congregations.
The issue of care needed arises because the amount of
adjustment required during a move is frequently
underestimated both by those moving and by neighbours and
acquaintances in the new community. This period offers an
opportunity for the church to demonstrate its commitment to
care in a highly visible way.
The second issue arises in regard to the matter of the
referrals. In the BCOQ, congregations vary widely in their
approach to worship and other programmes. The choice of
music is perhaps the most obvious example. Some churches
use the denominational hymnal and classical music almost
exclusively- Other churches use praise choruses and an
overhead projector again almost exclusively. Still other
churches use a mix of music styles.
The third issue involves theological stance in BCOQ
churches. Perhaps the most visible example of this is the
exclusion or inclusion of women as congregational leaders.
There are individuals on both sides of this debate who
simply would not be comfortable in a church in which the
opposite view was predominant. In locations where there is
more than one BCOQ church, care will need to be exercised in
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making referrals. The goal will always be to refer to a
congregation in which the person relocating is most likely
to feel welcome and comfortable. The BCOQ is a small
denomination. The author is confident those making the
referrals would have sufficient knowledge of the
Convention's churches to meet such a goal.
Limitations of the Study
There are two primary ways in which this project is
limited. A local Baptist congregation has the best
opportunity to retain the active involvement of someone who
identifies with that part of the Christian family. This
will not be true for everyone, however. For some relocating
church members, a referral service that crossed
denominational lines would be helpful. That, however, is
beyond the scope of this project.
In addition, it was not possible, within the author's
original time frame, for this project to be tested to
measure its effectiveness. The author believes it will
require a minimum of two years to introduce the method of
referral to the churches of the BCOQ and evaluate its
effectiveness. As noted in Chapter 6, this evaluation will
be a part of the further study suggested by this project.
Importance of The Study
The BCOQ lacks a method for referring relocating
members. This project will provide this for the
denomination and in so doing provide one way in which to
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intentionally keep mobile members within the fellowship of a
BCOQ church.
It is also important to ask questions about the
significance of devising such a method. This project can
help BCOQ churches respond in a caring manner to those who
are relocating. As any church attender knows, life's
significant transitions are recognized through some kind of
worship experience. In Baptist churches, births are
recognized at a service of parent and child dedication.
Acceptance of personal faith is recognized through
believer's baptism by immersion. Weddings are celebrated
within the life of the church. The funeral or memorial
service is the means by which the church recognizes this
life's final transition.
The recognition given to these transitional experiences
within worship underlines their significance. The author is
not suggesting that relocating has the same significance as
the events mentioned above. However, it is a significant
experience and that significance is often underestimated.
When a church finds an appropriate way within worship
of saying good-bye to relocating members, this recognizes
what an individual or family may be experiencing
emotionally. Such recognition underlines the significance
of the transition process. It will help people remember
that the process will take some time. Those relocating are
more likely to be gentle with themselves and with family
members when the losses of this transition are recognized.
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spoken of and grieved over. Recognizing the ending, and
giving an opportunity to say good-bye, can pave the way
toward a successful new beginning.
The new beginning, however, cannot take place
immediately. When relocating, the distance between the old
and new residence is likely to be quite short. "Nine out
of ten movers who changed dwellings between 1981 and 1986
moved within the same province" (Mobility Status vii). It
is possible to leave one home in the morning and be
unpacking dishes before dark in another home. It looks as
if one moves from ending to new beginning; but something
more is needed. Bridges, as referred to above, speaks of
this something more as the neutral zone (Bridges 88).
As part of the relocating experience, time is needed
for its significance or meaning to be appreciated. This is
different from recognizing the endings involved. There are
similarities. But until the move is actually made it is not
possible to fully understand, for instance, what changes
will be involved.
The house left behind may have had a particular
arrangement of kitchen cupboards. In the new house the
question becomes, "Where will all the things needed fit?"
This sort of issue sometimes involves a scene in which one
or more people will stand in a room looking blankly at the
walls, seemingly waiting for the house itself to suggest an
answer to the question.
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Arrival in a new community can be a time for re
assessment of one's priorities. Questions asked as part of
saying good-bye to the old home are asked at the new
location with more intensity and with greater purpose. "Do
we want the children involved in as many activities here as
in our former location?" "Will our lifestyle be
essentially the same here or are there changes we want to
make? ' '
A BCOQ church can successfully receive a family
referred to it by making it possible for the mover to
concentrate on some of these neutral zone questions.
We need not feel defensive about this apparently
unproductive time-out at turning points in our lives,
for the neutral zone is meant to be a moratorium from
the conventional activity of our everyday existence.
...In the apparently aimless activity of our time alone,
we are doing important inner business (Bridges 114).
There is no timetable on which persons can be slotted
to check their progress through the neutral zone and on to
the new beginning. The reasons for a longer or shorter time
before being ready to begin again are as individual as the
reasons for each relocation and the losses and gains
experienced as part of the move.
To successfully receive those who have relocated into
the life of a church, there is a need for sensitivity.
There is a need for time to be provided. There is a need to
offer support in order that a new beginning can happen when
it is right for the person who has made the move.
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It is obvious that thousands of individuals and
families become involved in the life of new BCOQ churches
after relocating without any referral from the churches
formerly attended. However, it is believed there are some
who do not. An opportunity exists to provide a caring
ministry to those relocating and referral to a new church
home .
One of the limitations of this project, referred to
above is that the referral of relocating members across
denominational lines is outside its scope. However, the
author believes this project could have application to other
denominations in Canada. No other Canadian denomination, to
the author's knowledge, has such a referral service in
place. What was said about the BCOQ would be true of other
denominations. It is generally true that the denominational
family to which a relocating member belongs has the best
opportunity to retain that person in active membership in a
church in the new community- As Bibby points out, "In the
midst of attendance bedlam, changes of affiliation during
this century have been relatively minor" (Bibby, Fragmented
Gods 48). While not the focus of this project, the author
believes good stewardship and a desire to see all God's
churches be faithful and effective means sharing the
suggestions for this ministry with all who are interested.
Overview of the Project
Chapter 2 begins with a review of the three member
referral ministries discovered by the author. This is
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followed by a review of literature dealing with relocation
in particular and life's transitions in general. It
concludes with a review of statistical material regarding
various aspects of relocating in Canada.
Chapter 3 describes interviews conducted with
relocating church members and the findings resulting from
those interviews. The focus of the interviews was the
transition experience associated with relocation. The
persons interviewed were asked to suggest how a referral
from their former church to a new church could have been
made. The persons interviewed knew the topic of this
project and were asked about appropriate ways in which care
and concern could have been expressed to them in their new
community at the time of the relocation.
Chapter 4 provides a theological and scriptural
foundation for this study. The Old Testament account of the
Exodus provides the example of a transitional experience
being observed through a worship ritual. The New Testament
concept of the church as the body of Christ offers both an
understanding of the interdependence of members of that body
and of the necessity to follow the example of Christ, who is
head of the body.
Chapter 5 presents a rationale for the specific
ministry of referral for relocating members of the BCOQ
called Home to Home. The reasons for devising a specific
plan for this denomination will be presented. Further, the
need for each item in the Home to Home kit will be
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justified. The Home to Home kit that is to be presented to
the churches of the BCOQ to begin referral and receiving of
relocating members is contained in an appendix on pages 113
to 122. This kit contains�
� instructions for use
� suggestions for welcoming relocating members
� a service of recognition for relocating members
� a For Your Information page to be filled out and given
to relocating members
� referral postcards and
� an evaluation page.
Chapter 6 presents the summary and conclusions of this
study. It also includes suggestions for refinements to this
method of referral and implications for further research.
The author's evaluation of the study and personal
reflections concludes this chapter.
The validity of this project for the author was
enhanced by personal experience. When our family moved to a
new church in August 1991, members of the church provided
lunch and dinner for the first four days in our new home.
This not only made an impression on my wife and me, it also
underlined for our children the acceptance that awaited them
in our new church. This was one ingredient in helping them
to adjust to a move that was not their choice. Perhaps the
aspect of this care which made the greatest impression on
the author was the sense that this was something one
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Christian can do for another because of a common faith in
Jesus and membership in his body-
This intentional, caring ministry helped the author and
his family make a successful beginning in a new community -
Without dwelling on this personal aspect, it is important to
note the author experienced a ministry that was simple,
practical, gracious and helpful.
The author's hope then is to provide a rationale and a
method to encourage churches of the BCOQ to receive
relocating church members in a similar fashion.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
The need to understand the challenges associated with
relocating motivated this review of the literature. To be
effective, the method for referral and receiving of
relocating members of the BCOQ must be designed to respond
to needs identified by those relocating.
The search for relevant material began with referral
services now in place in the United States. It continued
with literature dealing with relocating specifically and
life's transitions generally- Because this project deals
with one aspect of membership loss and retention in the
BCOQ, further reading was done in these areas. Finally,
statistics available through the Government of Canada census
were consulted to examine rates of mobility and distances
involved.
Relocating Church Member Services
The author identified three relocating member referral
services in the United States operated by three
denominations. The author is not aware of any such services
operating in Canada.
The United Methodist Men fund the Moving United
Methodists (MUM) programme which supplies a packet to
encourage churches to refer names of relocating members to a
new community through the use of a simple postcard or a
toll-free telephone call. A detailed instruction sheet
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provides the sequence in which information should be
obtained.
On a page titled "WATS Service No Problem for Moving
UM Information," the following promise is made:
Within 24 hours the computer in the Relocation
Service matches the information given with the
closest church in the new community.
By first class mail the church receives the
information about the new persons in the community
and the moving United Methodists receive
information about the nearest United Methodist
Church (Methodists Packet, iii).
In addition, the packet outlines a brief service of
recognition for moving members . The church that receives
the referral information is expected to advise the
Relocation Service, within a reasonable amount of time, what
actions were taken, and with what results.
In several places in this material, it is stressed that
the MUM service is only for recent moves. The author
assumes there could be a problem when such a service begins.
A church might refer relocating members from years previous
without knowing their current church membership status.
This situation could be avoided by stressing the need for a
moving date to be supplied and indicating that the referral
service will be provided only for proposed moves or those
made within the past thirty days.
One item in the packet appears to be particularly
helpful in promoting this service. It is a small (1x5.5
inch) fluorescent yellow pressure-sensitive label indicating
the toll-free number to call. In the author's opinion, if
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this label were used, it would increase awareness of the
service and contribute to it being used.
The Office of Evangelism of American Baptist National
Ministries funds ABC-Find, which is promoted as a link
between congregations when members move. In contrast to the
MUM programme, there are no forms to fill out. The only
method for making a referral is through a toll-free number.
The ABC-Find brochure simply advises the person making the
referral to give the name of the family, date of the move
and a new address.
Once the location of the nearest American Baptist
Church is established, the pastor of that church is called
by the ABC-Find office. If the move is to a metropolitan
area, several churches may be called. When there is doubt
about an appropriate referral or there is no nearby American
Baptist congregation, the denomination's regional office
will be consulted. Presumably, this would be done to
discover whether a church from a different denominational
family could be recommended. As a follow-up step, the ABC-
Find office will inform the referring church of
recommendations made.
The United Church of Christ refers relocating members
through the U.C.C. Movers programme of the denomination's
Board for Homeland Ministries. Postage-paid cards are
included in the yearly United Church desk calendar and plan
book sent to each member congregation. The cards have a
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space to request additional cards as needed from the
Homeland Ministries' office.
The programme is similar to those described previously.
When a church becomes aware of an impending move, a card is
filled out by the pastor or secretary and mailed to the
Homeland Ministries' office. Within a few days the card is
forwarded to the United Church conference to which the
person or family is moving. The conference office decides
which is the closest United Church congregation and sends
the card to that church with the suggestion the pastor or a
lay person make a welcoming visit.
This material does not indicate what is done in areas
where several church choices are possible or in areas where
a United Church congregation does not exist. There is also
no indication that information regarding the referral is
sent back to the referring church.
Issues Associated with Relocating
Additional reading done to inform this project began
with the subject of relocating. The interest was obviously
not in the how-to 's of moving but in its emotional,
psychological and spiritual aspects. These will be explored
below and in Chapter 3. The scope of the reading quickly
widened to include all of life's transitions in order to
discover insights specifically applicable to relocating.
Loss and grief were prominent themes in literature
dealing with relocation and other transitions. Audrey
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McCollum gives an indication of her assessment of the issues
involved in the title of her book The Trauma of Moving.
McCollum' s research was motivated by her own experience
of moving.
When I moved, I needed to make sense of the
maelstrom that had seized me. At every
opportunity, I asked new acquaintances about their
own experiences of relocation. I was soon
convinced that moving can open doors to finer
living quarters, new relationships, opportunities
in the workplace, exciting new realms of
experience. It can stimulate growth. But before
those potentials are fulfilled, the work of
transition can be intense (McCollum, 16, 17).
McCollum began her work by asking the local Welcome
Wagon representative to provide her with a list of prospects
for the inquiry. She interviewed thirty women, chosen
"because they were more accessible to me, because they tend
more readily than men to open the portals to their
subjective experience, because I am one of them and hoped
their stories might illuminate my own" (McCollum, 17).
The stories told by these women indicated feelings of
intense loss.
Whether the move was wanted or not, whether the
newcomer had actively chosen to come or not,
almost all of the movers struggled with intense
feelings of loss. There were losses of objects,
animate and inanimate. There were losses of
elements of the sense of self.... There were
losses of identity....
Movers felt shrouded by the sadness those
losses aroused (McCollum, 64).
The themes of loss and grief were also raised by Eldon
Weisheit in Moving? Weisheit, a Lutheran pastor, had moved
five times in nine years at the time of writing the book.
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There is no indication of what formal research was done for
the book. However, Weisheit speaks with understanding about
losses experienced when moving.
It is not easy to be separated from a friend or a
relative. It is not easy to give up little
'security blankets' such as a tree or flower
garden that you planted, a room you decorated just
the way you wanted, a nice window with both a view
and a breeze. To lose people or things from our
life one at a time is bad enough. When you move,
you give them all up at once (Weisheit, 31).
An article by Eric Vernberg in the American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry , "Experiences With Peers Following
Relocation During Early Adolescence," compared the
experiences of 36 adolescents who had recently moved with
those of 37 peers who had been in the same residence for at
least two years. In this study, the loss recognized was in
relation to friendship. "At least for some recently mobile
adolescents, the year following a move may be a period of
somewhat diminished contact with friends and lowered
intimacy in friendships" (Vernberg, 4 70, 471).
This article went on to indicate there was some
evidence these difficulties were more likely to be
encountered by males than females. The implication for the
author's project is to underline the need for sensitivity to
those who move into a new community and are welcomed into a
new church home. Youth pastors and leaders and members of
youth groups should be made aware that friendship issues
during the first year following a move are potentially
difficult for relocating adolescents. Youth group leaders
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should ask this question: How have group members been
encouraged and how has the group schedule been arranged so
that opportunities are maximized to develop friendships and
promote the acceptance of newcomers by their peers?
The concept of loss also figured prominently in the
reading that dealt with life's transitions. William Bridges
in his book Transitions deals with the many losses
experienced through life. He identifies some of the
categories as "losses of relationships, changes in home
life, personal changes, work and financial changes, and
inner changes" (Bridges, 22, 23).
Relocating to a new community can involve all these
losses. Friendships are lost or, at the very least, changed
by a move. Obviously, there is a change in home life.
Relocating to a new community involves a new school for
children and adolescents. Moving often follows a change of
job, sought either because of a desire to change or
termination of the former job.
Paul Tournier in his book A Place For You speaks of the
difficulties involved in dealing with the loss of one's
place. "It is readily understandable that to be denied a
place is to suffer a serious moral trauma. It is a sort of
denial of one's humanity" (Tournier 26).
Tournier is not dealing directly with relocating, but
he helps us understand the importance of a person's place
and why the loss of that place is often felt so strongly.
"Man can also suffer, however, from the disruption of the
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place he occupies in quite normal circumstances, if the
disruption goes beyond his capacity for adaptation"
(Tournier 53). The author will seek to show in Chapter 3
that the difficulties experienced through relocating and the
ability to cope with those difficulties must be measured by
the person doing the relocating. An effective ministry of
referral and reception will respond to the felt needs of
those relocating.
The losses experienced as part of moving cause sadness
and grief. In addition, a feeling that is close to guilt is
related to the other feelings. The guilt is there because
it seems as if the feelings of sadness and grief are
inappropriate. When Audrey McCollum was researching her
book, the husband of a young colleague asked, "'What can
Audrey be writing about�how you locate a good van line?'"
(McCollum, 16).
The reactions to the losses experienced in moving are
not so much denied as they are ignored. This project needs
to take into account not only the emotions of those
relocating but also the tendency of the church's settled
residents to minimize and discount those emotions. To
provide an effective ministry to relocating members, those
currently in the church will need to be convinced such a
ministry is worthwhile.
Church Membership Loss and Assimilation
As stated in Chapter 1, part of the motivation for this
project comes from the author's awareness of a membership
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decline in the BCOQ. Concern over this decline is more than
an obsession with numbers. All those who were part of a
BCOQ church indicated a commitment to Christ and his church.
They became part of the body of Christ. It is not
membership alone the author desires to retain but a
relationship with the Lord, Jesus.
Some of the loss, it is assumed, is attributable to
relocating members who do not resume active involvement in a
new church. A third area for reading, then, was literature
dealing with moving as a factor in declining worship
attendance. Literature dealing with assimilation of new
members into churches was also consulted to discover
insights that could be applied directly to relocating
members .
Lyle Schaller spoke to these issues in an article
entitled, "Why Church Members Drop Out". Basing his
conclusions on several surveys of once-active church members
whose names had been transferred to an inactive list or
removed from the rolls, Schaller concluded that 30% to 40%
indicated moving was the initial reason for dropping out of
active church involvement (Schaller, "Members Drop
Out " 1 ) .
Converts, Dropouts, Returnees is a study of religious
change among Catholics in the United States. This book
deals primarily with the attitudes of people leaving,
entering and re-entering Catholic churches. However, in the
study, 11% of dropouts aged 23 and older indicated moving to
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a new parish or community was the facilitating event in
their deciding to drop out of active involvement (Hoge 87).
The subject of dropouts is also taken up by C. Kirk
Hadaway in What Can We Do About Church Dropouts? Hadaway
divides the dropouts into distinct categories for the
purpose of devising appropriate strategies to reach each of
the types and draw them back into active involvement in the
church.
One group is identified by Hadaway as "Irreligious
Traditionalists". These are people with many of the same
social characteristics usually associated with church
affiliation; however, they left behind their religious roots
and found a religious identity unnecessary- Hadaway says
that while it is difficult to determine exactly why these
people dropped out of church involvement, "We do know that
an unusually large proportion of this group moved to a
different state and thus were uprooted from the religious
environment in which they were raised" (Hadaway 105).
It is too late to prevent these "Irreligious
Traditionalists" from leaving the church. That has already
happened. Hadaway believes it is possible to prevent the
production of a new generation of "Irreligious
Traditionalists". While not his only suggestion, his first
recommendation is to keep track of members who move (Hadaway
112 ) .
Someone may ask why any church or denomination would
want to keep these "Irreligious Traditionalists" from
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leaving the church? But Hadaway makes a simple, yet
important point. It is easier to keep a person in active
involvement in the life of a church than it is to recover a
person who has been allowed to drift into inactivity.
Surely it is also easier to draw such a person closer to the
Saviour and encourage a commitment of faith and trust while
such a person is involved in the life of a congregation.
Without a method of retaining moving members in their
church involvement, the BCOQ is not equipped with a primary
ingredient in any strategy that would seek to prevent active
members from becoming inactive.
The conclusions of Schaller and Hadaway are based on
studies conducted in the United States. While the author
believes the conclusions have validity for Canadian
churches, it is also important to consult the relevant
literature available in Canada.
Reginald Bibby is Canada's best-known social scientist
with an interest in the religious life of Canadians. In his
book Fragmented Gods, Bibby deals with the issue of
declining attendance at worship and the religious
identification of Canadians.
This book follows two studies that were widely read by
church leaders in Canada, "The Circulation of the Saints: A
Study of People Who Join Conservative Churches" and
"Circulation of the Saints Revisited: A Longitudinal Look
at Conservative Church Growth". In these studies, Bibby
and Brinkerhoff examined the membership additions of 20
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churches in Calgary, Alberta, at the heart of what is called
the Canadian Bible Belt.
In the second study, which largely confirmed the
results of the first one, the authors came to this
conclusion:
These findings indicate that the additions to
theologically conservative, Protestant churches
are primarily geographically mobile evangelicals
and members' children. Relatively few�perhaps 10
to 15%� come from outside of the evangelical
community, and these are primarily people under
the age of 30 who are relatives or friends of
members (Bibby and Brinkerhoff, "Circulation
Revisited" 259).
In Fragmented Gods, Bibby 's conclusions are based on
the data from three Project Canada National Adult Surveys,
carried out in 1975, 1980 and 1985. These surveys of 1,917,
1,482 and 1,630 cases, respectively, give the researchers
the ability to generalize regarding the Canadian adult
population. The Gallup organization, for example, normally
uses a sample of just under 1,100 people (Bibby, Fragmented
273) .
Bibby insists that despite a declining rate of
attendance at worship, Canadians still identify strongly
with the church of their upbringing.
Regardless of their levels of attendance at
services, relatively few Canadians actually desert
their religious groups. The alleged defectors
have seldom left home. They may not be attending
services to the extent their parents and
grandparents did, but most of them have not jumped
ship (Bibby, Fragmented 51).
Bibby again takes up the subject of religious
identification in There's Got To Be More. He suggests
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Canadian churches that are serious about reaching out into
their communities need to begin with those who identify with
those churches.
Ongoing identification translates into great news
for religious groups that want to relate to
Canadians. Churches already have affinity lines
in place that are the absolute envy of other
organizations that want to expand. Religious
name-brand loyalty is rampant. Thanks to family
religious socialization, all but a very small
percentage of Canadians already identify with the
Roman Catholic, Mainline Protestant, Conservative
Protestant, and Other Faith religious families of
their parents (Bibby, More 69).
One of the ways for a denomination to stay in touch
with those who identify with that religious family is to
keep track of those who relocate. "Far too many active
members and nominal affiliates are being lost to the
churches in the course of moving from place to place"
(Bibby, More 78) .
Bibby 's work emphasizes two items of importance for
this project. The first is the need to be deliberate in
tracking relocating members. This is not to say the 10% to
15% of additions to the Calgary churches resulting from
outreach were unimportant. However, a greater percentage of
those additions resulted from relocating members who were
retained in active involvement.
The second item relates to the tendency of Canadians to
identify strongly with the church of their upbringing,
regardless of their attendance pattern. A Baptist who
relocates is more likely to accept the invitation of another
Baptist church to continue involvement. The chance of that
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invitation being given is better if a method is in place to
refer and receive relocating members.
Another analysis of Canadian church life was published
in 1993 by Irwin Barker and Donald Posterski. Where ' s a
Good Church? began with a question: "What are the
characteristics of effective churches?" Information
gathered from 26 focus groups and about 75 individual
interviews was used to develop a survey that was completed
by 761 individuals. Responses came from people who are
committed to their churches. They are involved; they are
the leaders .
Based on the focus groups and the initial interviews,
Posterski and Barker concluded that "effective churches are
those which build on the strengths of four cornerstones:
orthodoxy, community, relevance and outreach" (Barker and
Posterski 19).
The cornerstone of community has particular importance
for this project.
The survey of church attenders isolated five
aspects of community which we felt to be critical
elements of effective churches: opportunity for
involvement, a sense of belonging, emphasis on the
family, building self-worth, meeting emotional
needs (Barker and Posterski 31).
When a person or family moves , involvement in
particular groups and in leadership roles within the church
is lost. The sense of belonging is also lost. There are
emotional needs, such as the grief related to this sense of
loss. If Barker and Posterski are correct about the need to
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build an effective church upon the provision of community,
then responding to the needs of moving members is one of the
things a good church must do.
Keeping track of relocating members is the first step
in any strategy to retain such persons in active church
involvement. The next step is to welcome them into the life
a church in their new community- Insights are found in
literature dealing with the assimilation of new members.
Lyle Schaller, in Assimilating New Members, speaks of
the reasons given by persons when asked why they are members
of a particular congregation. Schaller bases his
conclusions on thousands of interviews conducted over many
years as North America's leading church consultant and
planner. The vast majority of people, as many as 80%,
"offer explanations that can be classified under one of two
terms� friendship ties or kinship ties" (Schaller,
Assimilating 74 ) . One example of a friendship tie is the
new neighbour who invites the mover to come to church with
them.
Another factor identified by Schaller has implications
for this project, "...friendship ties are mentioned far more
often in rapidly growing congregations than kinship ties"
(Schaller, Assimilating 74, 75).
In other words, if the BCOQ wishes to encourage
numerical growth in its churches, one element of its
strategy must be a method by which current members can
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extend invitations to new residents identified through
referrals from churches in their former communities.
Another writer in the area of assimilation of new
members is Suzanne Braden. In her book The First Year,
Braden's strategies for incorporating new members into the
life of the church include the idea of New Member Sponsors.
Large membership churches report that one of their
most effective ways of helping new members move
into a complicated organization or situation is to
find members who are willing to befriend them,
introduce them to other members, help them find
appropriate classes or groups, and help them find
a place in the life and ministry of the
congregation (Braden 56).
Braden is not speaking directly to the subject of this
project but her suggestion has relevance for it. The New
Member Sponsor idea involves making the task of welcoming a
new member the specific responsibility, of one person rather
than assuming it will be done by everyone. Initiating a
method of moving member referral and reception will also
ensure that welcoming a relocating member is not left to
everyone, becoming the responsibility of no one.
However, as gracious as our motivation is likely to be
for a ministry to relocating members, the need for
sensitivity must be emphasized. Audrey McCollum talks about
offers of friendship to someone who has moved into a new
community- Her words could be taken as a testimonial for
the concept of relocating member referral and reception.
If the mover has friends or relatives who act as
sponsors, or if she is quickly absorbed into an
existing network, or if strangers who welcome her
provide her with ongoing connections, then she is
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supported and guided and doors are opened even
before she knocks (McCollum 140).
McCollum quickly adds a note of caution when she
addresses the issue of church involvement. Religious
experience had been important in the lives of ten movers she
interviewed. Most were hesitant about renewing their church
affiliation.
Their concern about being met with expectations
difficult to fulfill�such as taking immediate
responsibility for a Sunday School class�was a
major barrier. Indeed, with their membership
eroded by contemporary mobility, some churches
have become vigorous in recruiting newcomers to
assume active roles in church affairs. Such
efforts are sometimes premature, the movers'
experiences suggested (McCollum 147).
Any method by which the BCOQ seeks to retain its
relocating members must be balanced between a sincere desire
to see the movers play an active role in their new church
and a gracious sensitivity toward the movers' need to decide
how quickly that role is assumed.
The literature reviewed to this point provides an
understanding of the sense of loss associated with
transitional times in general and moving in particular. An
understanding of relocation as a factor in persons becoming
inactive in a local church has also been gained. In
addition, some aspects of strategies to retain relocating
members by assimilating them into the life of a new church
have been examined. It is important also to understand who
is moving, how often moving takes place, and where people
are moving to.
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Mobility Statistics for Canada
Statistics Canada is the government bureau responsible
for the collection and interpretation of demographic
information. Data from the 1986 census have been
interpreted by Rick Mitchell in 1986 Census of Canada;
Canada's Population From Ocean to Ocean. Between 1981 and
1986, the population of Canada grew by 4.2%. The greatest
absolute increase in population, 488,408, occurred in the
province of Ontario (Mitchell 7).
The urban areas of Ontario are benefiting most from the
increase in population. Ontario is the most urbanized of
the provinces (82.1%), and the strongest growth occurred in
the suburban and fringe municipalities surrounding Canada's
major urban centres (Mitchell 7).
It is clear that BCOQ churches in Ontario are serving
in the province with the largest population and where
significant growth in population is occurring. This
understanding, coupled with data from Mobility Status and
Interprovincial Migration, has implications for this
project. During the period 1981 to 1986, 43.7% of Canadians
changed their places of dwelling. Nine of ten moves were
made within the same province. Five of ten moves occurred
within the same municipality (Mobility Status vii).
What do these data mean for this project? The
overwhelming majority of moves in Ontario are within the
province. Over five years, it is conceivable that 40% of
BCOQ church members will relocate. Half of those moves will
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be within the same municipality, leading to the possibility
that a change in churches is not required. However, in the
other half of those moves, involving as many as 2 0% of BCOQ
church members, no intentional attempt is made to refer
those relocating by their former churches and receive them
by churches in new communities.
The Home to Home ministry is based on a recognition of
the needs experienced by those who relocate. It will give
the BCOQ churches a method for responding to those needs.
Conclusion
Mobility is a fact of life in Canada. This review of
the literature has pointed to the sense of loss experienced
by movers. For members of BCOQ churches experiencing the
losses associated with moving, a BCOQ church in their new
community has an opportunity to respond to those needs and
invite that person to continue in active involvement in a
new church.
Members of a BCOQ church who had recently relocated
were asked to describe their move, to identify any losses
felt as part of that move and to suggest how the church
could effectively refer and receive its relocating members.
Those interviews are the subject of Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Interviewing the Movers
Moving is not easy. This was the theme of both
personal experience and the interviews conducted. It has
also been a recurring theme in private conversations on most
occasions when the subject of this project has been
mentioned. Yet the difficulties are often underestimated by
those relocating and dismissed by those persons who welcome
them into the new community. Audrey McCollum speaks of this
reality in her book The Trauma of Moving. She describes her
own move as wrenching.
The power and the pain caught me by surprise.
As a seasoned psychotherapist, sensitive to
most realms of human experience, how could I
not have known? Over the years , I had
repeatedly joined with colleagues to consider
the forces that shape personality and
behavior. We talked of birth experiences and
the qualities of good parenting, we talked of
the signposts of healthy development and the
tasks of each developmental phase, we talked
of learning and schoolmates, we talked of
sexuality and marriage and divorce, we talked
of illness and death. Strangely, we never
talked of moving (McCollum 15).
The Interviews
Five interviews of two hours each were conducted in the
autumn of 1991 with members of Markham Baptist Church who
had experienced a recent move. Each interview was
structured around a questionnaire. This questionnaire,
included in Appendix B, pages 108 and 109 was used to focus
the discussion on the specific issues of saying good-bye to
one church family and being welcomed into a new one.
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The interviews involved people who had relocated from
varying distances and for different reasons. Those
interviewed included:
� a family with older children who moved a considerable
distance back to Canada after having lived abroad for a
number of years,
� a family with younger children who moved from another
province to Ontario,
� a family with infant children who moved from one
Toronto suburban community to Markham,
� a retired couple who moved from another province to
Ontario to be closer to their daughter,
� a single person who moved from a small town to Toronto
because of a job change.
During each interview, there was a negative aspect
reported to the move and the time of transition. One family
spoke about the contrast that was part of the experience.
At the time of a prior move, the first visit to the church
in which they became members resulted in two invitations for
lunch. They got the impression that people recognized their
needs and responded with care. Such an invitation came much
later during the move under discussion. This family felt
contact with people is vital and that after the first
"official" visits, there was little attempt to remain in
contact.
The wife and mother of this family commented that after
eighteen months of attending a Bible Study group, there had
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not been a single invitation to have coffee with another
member of the group. She was made to feel relocating was
seen as a small problem compared to other problems shared
when concerns and prayer requests were asked for.
The single person who moved to Toronto from a smaller
community said finding a new church home was one of the more
difficult parts of the transition time. In the church left
behind, this person took an active role in leadership and
had experienced that church as a nurturing fellowship. In
seeking a new church home, there was disappointment when the
members of one church were perceived as not so much
unfriendly as simply uncaring. This person spoke of
faithfully filling out the visitor forms but being contacted
only twice. Her request for offering envelopes was
answered. There was also a form letter sent with a reminder
to keep givings up to date before summer vacation time. The
whole experience was described as feeling ignored. It
should be noted this person, having received a caring
welcome at another church, has become an active member in
the life and ministry of that congregation.
During the interview with the parents of the infant
children, I was introduced to an aspect of this project that
had not been anticipated. These persons left what they
described as a "real" neighbourhood in an older section of
Toronto; a closeness was experienced with neighbours. They
moved to a larger home and found the larger lot on which
that home sits contributed to a sense of isolation from
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their neighbours. They admitted they were not known by many
in the large church they attended prior to their move, but
recognized it was the group life that gave a person a sense
of belonging in a church of that size. They felt close to
those they did know and appreciated the ministry of that
church. They continued to worship there, involving about a
thirty-minute drive each way, for one year following their
move to Markham.
When a new church was finally sought, they began to
look for one in which they would fit. This sense of fit is
not easily defined. There is much that is subjective and
emotional. The husband of this couple described the church
being looked for as one that "feels right." His wife
referred to interest shown in them as individuals, needs
being met for both them and their children and the
opportunity to grow with the church and develop as leaders
as the church's ministry to the community expanded.
The couple said they would give the local Baptist
church the first try but, unlike the persons in the
interviews mentioned above, it was the sense of fitting in
and not the denominational label that was the important
thing. They reported a very positive response from the
Markham congregation and described it in these terms: "an
inviting congregation, numerous contacts, aggressive in the
invitations given to be part of the church." This was the
key to their continuing in active involvement.
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This theme of fitting into the church was repeated in
the interview with the parents of the young children. Their
move was a much longer one, from a major metropolitan area
in another province to the Toronto area. The reason for the
move was a job opportunity for the husband and father of
this family. Their search for a community to live in was
very deliberate and began when the husband came to start his
job while his wife remained behind to complete the sale of
their home. Three children were aged between two and seven.
The church was important to this family; both husband
and wife individually and as a couple had a history of
active involvement and leadership within a congregation.
The question was not whether they would seek out a new
church but, rather, which one it would be. The key
ingredients for them were very clear. At the first service
they attended in the church which became their new home,
their impression was that the congregation "looked to be
our age." That was important. In addition to expecting
spiritual benefit from their church involvement, they were
looking for social contacts. Another church was visited
once, but what was experienced there was the opposite. The
congregation was "much older than we are," making it much
less likely the desired relationships would be cultivated.
As important as this was, both husband and wife also
spoke of something for the children as being a "vital"
component of whatever church they would settle in. The
husband went on to suggest something very interesting.
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Knowing the idea behind this project and the reason for the
interview, he suggested churches wishing to have referrals
made to them should provide a profile of the church. This
information could be used to give movers an idea of the mood
and tone of the church, the predominant style of music and
an outline of what is offered other than on Sunday morning.
This suggestion was acted upon, and the results will be
dealt with below.
This information was regarded as important for another
reason. The wife and stay-at-home mother of this family
spoke about the importance of the church for her in
providing an introduction to Christian friends and what she
called "simple human contact." A church profile could
provide information about opportunities during the week for
that human contact to be experienced.
This should be understood as vital by the church
seeking to provide a caring ministry to movers new in the
community. The person in the family who has moved to a new
job has the relationships of that setting. The person who
stays at home, often the wife and mother of the family, has
nothing like the workplace environment to provide daily
contact with other people. This person is looking to the
church and asking, "Will the people there welcome me into
their circles of friendship?"
Another inter-provincial move was made by the retired
couple who wanted to live closer to their daughter. This
couple are both very capable, well-liked, pleasant people.
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They could be reasonably certain of receiving a gracious
welcome almost anywhere. The discomfort felt in making a
move later in life after a lengthy stay in one city was
reduced somewhat by the knowledge that a family member was
waiting for them in the new community -
Still, they expressed reservations about the move which
they referred to as "little things." There is the simple
fear of the unknown and the strangeness of the new area. A
new family doctor had to be found. In the city they left
behind, they had been familiar with all the services
available and how to get them. Now all such knowledge would
need to be acquired again. This couple were almost certain
they would be attending the same church of their daughter,
but specifically said they would have welcomed contact from
that church before the move. This would have signified a
recognition that someone other than a family member shared
with them both the excitement and fear of this move and was
ready to help welcome them into the new community.
Reflections on the Interviews
What was happening in the lives of these movers is
illuminated by William Bridges in his book Transitions .
Bridges identifies three parts to every transition: endings,
the neutral zone and the new beginning.
Endings and beginnings, with emptiness and
germination in between. That is the shape of
the transition periods in our lives, and
these times come far more frequently in
adulthood and cut far more deeply into it
than most of us imagined that they would.
But the same process is also going on
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continuously in our lives. As humankind once
knew and celebrated, the same rhythm puts us
to sleep at night and wakes us in the morning
after a dark time full of half -remembered and
enigmatic clues. It takes us through the
turning year, around to an ending which opens
out on to a new beginning. And so it is with
our lives�a dozen little endings, hardly
noticed in the day-to-day rush, plunge us
into little wildernesses; a dozen little
beginnings, taking shape in confusion and
emerging unexpectedly into clear form
(Bridges 150).
In the interviews, those who had relocated spoke of the
elements of a transition identified by Bridges. The most
striking examples were in the family that moved back to
Canada after living abroad for a number of years. The
likelihood of moving back to Canada had been a part of their
lives all along; it did not come to the family as a new
idea. At the same time, the decision to move, leaving
friends and a supportive church community behind, prompted
what can only be described as grief. It was particularly
difficult for the wife and mother of the family and for the
older two of the three children.
To use Bridges' language, the ending had come and been
recognized as such; it was accompanied by an appropriate
sort of grief in response to the loss involved. However,
following the move, the family did not experience the new
beginning but, rather, the neutral zone.
The neutral zone is the time in-between the ending and
new beginning. It is not a time of denial. For those
involved in relocating, the losses experienced are
recognized and understood. The neutral zone may be
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characterized by expressions of grief, but there are also
signs of a willingness to enter into the new beginning.
For example, new friendships may be sought. However,
in seeking a new friendship, a person may be reminded of
those friendships left behind. Once again, a person can
find himself grieving those losses.
This is the neutral zone�not yet able to leave behind
the grief and regret associated with the ending, but also
willing to explore the new opportunities the move has made
available .
Bridges comments on this aspect of the transition:
It is unrealistic to expect someone to make a
beginning like a sprinter coming out of the
starting blocks. Even when the outer
situation is complete�you're on the new job,
you're finally married, you're in the new
house, the inner beginnings are still going
on. It is a time to be gentle with yourself
or with the other person, a time for little
supports and indulgences that make things
easier (Bridges 148).
It is important to understand the difference between
the neutral zone and the new beginning. It is important to
be sensitive to those who have relocated and allow them the
time they feel is needed to move from the neutral zone to a
new beginning.
Those in the new community can communicate what will be
taken by those relocating as unrealistic expectations. They
can feel very much the need for that simple human contact
described in one of the interviews. Those who are part of
the church community can, however, easily make the judgment
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that it is time for someone recently relocated to behave
like a long-time resident. That expectation would likely be
based on seeing the external characteristics of the move as
complete. The house has been moved into and the children
are in a new school. Those external details being complete
can mask the inner sense of lostness, of grief, of not yet
being ready for the new beginning.
This can lead to a breakdown of communication. One
person waited eighteen months for an invitation to have
coffee with any other member of the Bible Study group she
attended. She was hoping to share something of what it was
like to grieve the losses of the move. She was not yet
ready to make the new beginning. But other members of the
group, no doubt busy with their own lives, assumed the new
beginning was complete in all ways.
The oldest child in this family was a teen when the
move was made. Relationships between adolescents and the
church are delicate at the best of times. It is impossible
to know how the relationship to the church would have
developed had the move not been made. However, this young
person felt no one took seriously how difficult it was to
make a new beginning. As a result, an arm's-length,
testing, trying sort of relationship developed with the
church.
This understanding of the neutral zone as part of the
transition ought to inform the ministry of the local church
to the mover. Bridges speaks of the "little supports"
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that make things easier. For example, finding a hairdresser
seems like a relatively insignificant aspect of relocating,
but Audrey McCollum speaks of a startling discovery from her
research.
There was a sense of loss of physical identity
experienced by movers in her study. Such dread can become
focused on hairstyle.
"The way my hair looks is absolutely central to
my appearance," explained a newcomer who worried
about risking an unknown hairdresser in Northland.
One among those many women who had trouble making
claims for her needs, she felt guilty about
spending money on herself. But still, on any
pretext that could involve the family too, she
went back to the state she had left for her
haircuts .
...Women with the time and financial means traveled
surprising distances back to their trusted
hairdressers (McCollum 73).
A ministry to those relocating can provide information
about the community and its service providers. This may
appear to be a very small thing, but the evidence shows that
such small supports do matter. Those in the community may
ask why the mover should not take the initiative to gain
information needed. Again, McCollum' s work is helpful.
It would seem easy for a capable, intelligent
woman to make friendly gestures� to strike up a
conversation in the library, at the pool, in line
at the supermarket�or to walk from house to house
in a new neighbourhood with a winsome preschooler
and a gentle collie and introduce herself. And it
did seem easy for a minority of the movers.
The majority found it hard. Initiatives
required energy-fueled, time-consuming, persistent
action during the period when women felt drained
by the physical and psychological tasks of moving
(McCollum 140) .
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The interviews conducted by the author and the research
by McCollum underline one striking fact. Those relocating
to a new coimnunity offer an opportunity for ministry.
Providing the churches of the BCOQ with a method of making
and receiving referrals of relocating members will allow
those churches to engage in an intentional ministry to the
end that those relocating continue in active church
involvement.
The Church Profile
An unexpected result of one interview, as indicated
above, was the suggestion that churches wishing to receive
referrals of relocating members should be asked to provide a
profile of their worship and programme life. The author
decided this side trip was one that ought to be taken. If
it could be shown such a profile would be used, it would be
a valuable tool in making referrals of relocating members to
those churches.
To ascertain the feasibility of using such information,
a draft church profile was developed and mailed to a variety
of churches. The project was explained. Pastors were asked
if such a profile would be used to make informed referrals
to that congregation of those relocating. The covering
letter and draft profile are found in Appendix C, pages 110
to 112.
The profile was mailed to the pastors of eleven
churches. All but two were Baptist churches, the exceptions
being a Presbyterian church and a United Church of Canada
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congregation. Four Baptist pastors did not reply. Of the
seven replies received, the responses were varied. Three
respondents indicated they would use the profile document
and suggested no changes. Two respondents suggested some
modifications and additions to the profile; they also
suggested the profile should indicate the accessibility of
the church building to the disabled. Two other respondents
indicated such a profile would not be used unless it were
changed extensively.
One respondent called the project "interesting," but
referred to the profile as "rather two-dimensional." He
went on to say the way in which the profile was being
developed was too narrow and should be broadened to include
a means of measuring warmth, welcome and readiness to accept
new persons . He added parents are interested in the
chemistry and quality of children's and youth groups, not
simply whether such groups exist.
Another pastor also indicated a desire for the profile
to measure the warmth of the congregation and its openness
to growth. This person also felt it was important to ask
questions that would outline the congregation's mission and
outreach to the community.
The profile was also sent to Donald Posterski, Vice
President for National Programmes of World Vision Canada.
Mr. Posterski is an ordained pastor, an educational
consultant, sociologist and youth ministry specialist. The
specific reason for contacting him was that in the
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newsletter which he edits, Context, an article entitled
"The Damage of Divorce" drew this implication:
There is a correlation between mobility and
divorce levels in Canada. In a country the size
of Canada mobility means people lose touch with
"home communities". How can the Church
proactively track people and families as they move
across this country? Are there denominational
strategies which will keep people in touch with
their traditional Church support groups? Would a
Church "welcome wagon" help reconnect people with
their faith communities? (Posterski 4).
However, having asked those questions in the
newsletter, Mr. Posterski, while offering some
encouragement, called the idea of the profile excessively
idealistic. His comments, in a letter to the author, were
based upon his dealings with various denominations. "In
our experience, churches are very reticent to provide
information unless there is a clear and careful rationale
for them to reveal anything."
Mr. Posterski 's comments were confirmed in a
conversation held with the pastors of churches representing
different denominations in Markham. The idea of the profile
was introduced to this group. Pastors were also asked about
current strategies to refer relocating members to a new home
church.
None of the pastors was aware of any intentional
denominational strategy to minister to those relocating.
Some referrals are made informally, as when Pastor A in
Community B knows and feels comfortable in recommending
Pastor C in Community D. However, these pastors also
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expressed doubts that referrals of relocating church members
could be made between denominations. They did not feel
there was sufficient trust between denominations and
sometimes between churches of the same denomination. They
suggested many pastors would not provide an
interdenominational ministry with names unless some sort of
veto could be exercised over the referral process. There
was encouragement to continue in developing the resources to
allow for this ministry to moving members, but also general
agreement that such ministries would need to function at the
denominational level.
The author concludes it is not yet possible to include
the concept of the church profile in the design and
implementation of a referral service for relocating members
of the BCOQ. The number of pastors to whom the draft
profile was shown was small. However, their reactions,
along with the comments of Mr. Posterski, indicate that if
completing such a profile were made a condition of
participating in the referral service this would
considerably limit its acceptance and use.
The BCOQ is a small denomination. It is possible for
the author or BCOQ office personnel to be knowledgeable
regarding the programmes, worship style and ages represented
of most member congregations. Therefore, it is not
necessary to insist on the completion of a church profile
before referrals of relocating members are passed on.
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If such a referral and reception service were ever to
be used across denominational lines, such a profile would be
necessary to make successful referrals. Designing an
acceptable profile document is beyond the scope of this
project. However, if the importance of denominational
identity for Canadians does decline, it will be vital in the
future for a successful referral and reception ministry to
discover a method to obtain descriptive information from
participating congregations.
A Ministry of Referral and Reception
It is desirable and possible to have a ministry of
referral and reception now for relocating members of the
BCOQ. Such a ministry can respond to the needs experienced
by those relocating. Such a ministry will be a reality in
the BCOQ if the suggestions of this project are implemented.
Yes, this is a ministry. It is possible to dismiss
this idea with the suggestion that if offers no more than
what would already be available through Welcome Wagon. Such
a critique is, however, short-sighted. Home to Home is a
ministry that recognizes within worship that moving is a
transitional experience. Home to Home makes suggestions
that go beyond the acclimatization of a newcomer into the
community. Home to Home has as its goal retaining movers in
active involvement in the body of Christ.
Home to Home is a ministry that has a scriptural
foundation. That foundation is the subject of Chapter 4.
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The design of the Home to Home kit, including the rationale
for each item in the kit is. Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Theological and Scriptural Foundations of this Study
There is a sense of grief and loss involved with most
occasions when a person or family moves. Because of this,
the offer of a gracious welcome and help in finding one's
way into the life of a new community will usually be
accepted and appreciated. But when such a welcome is
offered as part of the ministry of Christ's church, the
question of why must be asked. It is not enough to suggest
this is done because it will be appreciated. What
scriptural and theological insights are there to provide a
foundation and rationale for this ministry?
The answers are found first in the Old Testament. The
story of Israel's Exodus from Egypt includes the concept of
ritual to mark life's transitions and the importance of a
place of worship for God's people. In the New Testament
letters of Paul, the concept of the church as the body of
Christ is developed. This has implications for how
Christians are called to respond to one another's needs and
why our example in such care can be no one else but Jesus.
Rituals to Mark Life's Transitions
The Old Testament story of God's call to the people of
Israel has implications for this study. In the Scripture we
can see how a transitional experience was marked and
remembered. In Exodus, the story is told of the relocation
of a whole people from slavery in Egypt to settlement in the
promised land. From this story emerge principles which
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provide a foundation for some aspects of a ministry to those
relocating from one community to another.
For example, Leviticus 23:4-8 speaks of the importance
of Passover. This festival marked the night when the angel
of death passed over the houses of the Israelites in Egypt,
sparing the first-born of those families. The first-born of
Egyptian families died. The reason for the festival is to
remember for all time the significance of God's intervention
in the life of his people.
From this story and the festival which has its origin
in this story comes the realization of how important it is
to mark the transitional experiences of life. Obviously,
moving from one location to another and making plans to join
in the worship and fellowship of a new church does not have
the same significance as God's rescuing his people from
slavery. However, it is not the significance of the event
which is being measured.
The author is noting the wisdom of marking an event
which is experienced as a transition. Moving is marked when
the sending church says good-bye. Moving is also marked
when the receiving church makes arrangements for a gracious
welcome .
Marking such transitional events is already a part of
life in most congregations. The author has commented above
on the various transitional experiences that are recognized
within the life of a typical Baptist church. The dedication
of children, baptism, marriages and funerals are all
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significant events. The author contends part of the reason
such events are so recognized is that they are tied to
observances within the church.
Relocation is also a transitional event. It needs to
be tied to an opportunity to say good-bye in the referring
church and the offering of a gracious welcome in the
receiving church. In this way, a ministry which can retain
the involvement of those relocating is given priority within
the life of BCOQ congregations.
The Identity of God's People
Another aspect of the exodus from Egypt to the promised
land was the division of Israel into 12 tribes (Numbers 2).
The question of identity is important to the people of God.
There is no question that all those whom God brought out of
Egypt under the leadership of Moses were part of his people.
There is a recognition here that identity needs to be
defined more specifically than generally. As the people
entered into the land of promise, God recognized their need
for an identity more specific than being his people.
More than identity was involved in the division of
God's people into 12 tribes. This division also had to do
with the people's relationship with God. Each tribe was
assigned to a particular spot on one of the four sides of a
huge square surrounding the tent of meeting. This tent was
the focal point of the worship of God's people.
In addition to the organizational needs that were met
by the division of God's people into the 12 tribes, this
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arrangement meant all of God's people were given a physical
reminder of the importance to them of his continuing
presence. Their God, who had intervened dramatically in
their lives to rescue the nation from slavery, would
continue to be with them. The division of the people into
tribes and their placement around the tent of meeting
underscored this reality. "The tent of meeting, with the
camp of the Levites, shall be set out in the centre of the
camps" (Num. 2:17, NRSV) .
In A Place For You, Paul Tournier explains that the
giving of this place of worship reflects the tension between
God's desire to be recognized as the God of all creation and
the people's desire to localize God.
So God is in the midst of his people, and marches
with them in the desert. You see how carefully
Yahweh gives his instructions. He condemns any
representation of his transcendent Person, which
might become an object of worship. But he
nevertheless understands that man needs a place in
which he may worship (Tournier, 40, 41).
When an individual or family relocates, those who are
members of a church deal with questions of identity- These
people recognize they are part of the family of God.
However, they also want to know which part of that family
they will belong to. They want to know which place will
become the location of their worship and service. They are
not seeking to minimize God or to make a god of the worship
place. Their experience of faith has been nurtured within a
building, a place. Upon relocating, they need to be
welcomed into the new place where faith can grow.
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Paul Tournier speaks of the person "who needs a place
and who needs to be attached to it and to be rooted in it"
(Tournier 53). As a psychologist, Tournier is speaking
primarily of what he refers to as "deprivation of place"
and "abnormal situations" (Tournier 53). However, he also
recognizes the attachment to a place which is a part of
normal human development.
When a significant place, in this case a church home,
is removed through relocation, that loss will be keenly
felt. The church shows its care for the mover by responding
to that need. "The giving of a place to those who have
none seems to me to be one way of defining our vocation as
healers of persons. As we have seen, one becomes a person
only if one really has a place" (Tournier 79). Through
this project, BCOQ churches will have a method to welcome
those relocating into a new place of faith and growth.
The Body of Christ
It was the apostle Paul who developed the concept of
the church as the body of Christ. This can be found in his
instructions to the Corinthian church.
For just as the body is one and has many
members, and all the members of the body, though
many, are one body, so it is with Christ. For in
the one Spirit we were all baptized into one
body�Jews or Greeks, slaves or free�and we were
all made to drink of one Spirit.
Indeed, the body does not consist of one
member but of many. If the foot would say,
"Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the
body," that would not make it any less a part of
the body. And if the ear would say, "Because I
am not an eye, I do not belong to the body," that
would not make it any less a part of the body- If
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the whole body were an eye, where would the
hearing be? If the whole body were hearing, where
would the sense of smell be? But as it is God
arranged the members in the body, each one of them
as he chose (1 Cor. 12:12-18, NRSV).
In discussing this concept, it is important to
understand as clearly as possible what Paul meant. Does he
intend us to conclude that the church is like the body of
Christ or that it is the body of Christ in our world? The
author believes it is Paul's intention that we understand
the latter to be true.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer clearly believed this is how we are
to understand Paul .
The community is the body of Christ. Body here is
not just a metaphor. The community is the body of
Christ, it does not represent the body of Christ.
Applied to the community, the concept of the body
is not just a functional concept which merely
refers to the members of this body; it is a
comprehensive and central concept of the mode of
existence of the one who is present in his
exaltation and his humiliation (Bonhoeffer,
Christology 60 ) .
For those in Corinth who first read Paul's words, there
would have undoubtedly been an association which also
informs our understanding of the concept. In Reading The
Corinthian Correspondence, Kevin Quast speaks of a worship
practice associated with the local temple of Asclepius, the
god of healing. Worshippers seeking healing for particular
body parts would bring clay models of those parts and
present them at the temple.
Quast contends the Corinthian Christians would readily
see the contrast between the pagan practice and Paul ' s
teaching in regard to this truth about the church.
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Unlike dismembered, suffering limbs represented at
the Asclepion, the church is a united living
body�a single living organism of diverse members
joined in a mutually dependent life. Health
issues from wholeness and, more importantly, union
with Christ (Quast 80).
Such an understanding of the church, that it is a
living organism, the body of Christ in the world, has
important implications. The members of the church cannot
separate themselves from the body without causing harm to
both themselves and the remainder of the body. Each part of
the body has a particular function and, therefore, an
importance that should not be denigrated by either the
individuals themselves or the other parts of the body.
There is in this body an interdependence, so that "If one
member suffers, all suffer together with it; if one member
is honored, all rejoice together with it" (1 Cor. 12:26,
NRSV). For Paul, this is not wishful thinking, or what the
church is aiming for, but a statement of fact.
When a member stops attending a BCOQ church because of
relocating and nothing is done to refer and welcome that
person to another church, it is as if those involved are
oblivious to a part of the body being amputated.
Many Baptists will recognize a phrase from their church
covenant which speaks of the responsibility to remain joined
to the body. "We moreover engage that, when we remove from
this place, we will unite with some other church, as soon as
possible, where we can carry out the spirit of this covenant
and the principles of God's Word" (Constitution of Markham
Baptist Church, Markham, Ontario, Canada 1).
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When a person becomes a member of a BCOQ church and
makes a commitment to Christ and to his body in the world, a
responsibility is also implied to remain part of the body.
It is not the author's intention to reduce that
responsibility in any way. However, when a church places
that expectation upon a member, it must be ready to do
everything within its power to make the referral and
reception of relocating members a reality. Both the
individual and the denomination must take seriously this New
Testament understanding of our identity. "Important
passages. ..speak not just metaphorically of the church: it
is not something like a body, but� in a real and actual
sense� it is Christ's body, one body in Christ"
( Bornkamm 194 ) .
The church is the body of Christ in the world. This
concept of being the body emphasizes not only the
interdependence of the "parts" of the church but also the
distinct function of each member. According to
1 Corinthians 12:12-18, quoted above, the parts of the body
are not to desire to be something else. Nor are the various
parts to perform the function of other parts. The various
parts function together as a body, but that happens only
when each part performs the function for which it has been
designed. And Paul reminds us this is what the designer had
in mind. "But as it is, God arranged the members in the
body, each one of them, as he chose" (1 Cor. 12:18, NRSV)
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The reason for this design for the body is that the
body be built up. In other words, the function performed by
each part of the body is not for the glorification of that
individual part, but for the greater good� the health, well-
being and growth of the body.
This understanding of God's design for the body has
important implications for this project. In the first
place, the person relocating is not just a part of the body
but a part of the body which God designed to have a specific
function within the body. It ought to be a concern for the
church to have dismembered parts no longer attached to the
body. However, if that does not move us to action, perhaps
the thought of losing each of those functions within the
body will prompt an intentional ministry of referral and
welcome for those relocating.
In addition, while Paul is clear in saying each part of
the body has a function to be carried out within the body,
the author cannot find any justification for saying the
function of individual members will always be the same. In
other words, while we cannot have a church full of "feet"
or "hands," there is no reason to automatically dismiss
the idea that in one congregation a person could have one
function and after having relocated have another function.
For example, the author knows of individuals for whom
relocating meant the opportunity to try their voice as part
of a worship ministry or to discover an untried gift for
teaching.
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This, of course, will not always be the case. However,
when a ministry of referral and welcome is in place for the
churches of the BCOQ, there may be those for whom a new
function is made possible because they continued to be a
part of the body.
Christ as Head of the Body
There is no room within the concept of the body for
pride. Each part has its own particular function to
perform, each function is important and no part can be
removed from the body without suffering for that part and
the remainder of the body-
The body does, however, have a head. As a human body
takes direction so that eyes work to see and feet work to
walk, so also the body of Christ must take direction from
its head. The head of the body is Christ. This concept is
developed by Paul in his letter to the Ephesians.
But speaking the truth in love, we must grow up in
every way into him who the head, into Christ, from
whom the whole body, joined and knit together by
every ligament with which it is equipped, as each
part is working properly, promotes the body's
growth in building itself up in love
(Eph. 4:15,16, NRSV).
In Ephesians 4, Paul again refers to the church as the
body of Christ (verses 4, 12, 16). Various gifts are given
to those who serve as evangelists, teachers and pastors.
These gifts are for the purpose of equipping the saints for
ministry, which is "for building up the body of Christ"
(Eph. 4:12b, NRSV). This building up of the body takes
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place when Christians "grow up in every way into him who is
the head, into Christ" (Eph. 4:15b, NRSV).
If the church is the body of Christ and Christ is the
head, then our understanding of ministry must be based on
the example and directions given by the one who is our head.
"But the incarnate Son of God needs not only ears or
hearts, but living men who will follow him. That is why he
called disciples into a literal, bodily following, and thus
made his fellowship with them a visible reality"
(Bonhoeffer, Discipleship 223).
Karl Barth describes the church as the society of
persons who live under obligation to the world. This
understanding is based on the example of Jesus Christ, who
is now the head of the church.
Jesus Christ their Lord, when he was in the world,
suffered with it and for it, and acted for it and
to it. Hence his community cannot be content
contemplatively to know the world in all its
heights and depths. The God who acts in Jesus
Christ does not himself confront it in this way,
merely as an omniscient spectator (Barth 511).
The author's understanding is that, as with any human
body, the body parts do not act independently of the head.
In a properly functioning body, the hand moves, grips,
points according to signals sent by the brain, the head. In
the body of Christ the signals sent by the head will be
consistent with the example and teaching of Jesus in his
earthly ministry -
What does it mean for Christ to be head of
the church? Figuratively, the Greek word for
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"head" [kephale) can mean "source," "origin,"
"first in sequence," "furthest extremity," or
"authoritative leader." Depending on where he
calls Christ the head (1 Cor. 11:3; Eph. 1:22;
5:23, Col. 1:18, 2:10, 19), Paul implies that, as
head of the church, Christ is its original member,
its source of life and growth, and its ruler or
director (Quast 191).
Thomas Torrance speaks of the ministry of Jesus which
served the mercy of God and the needs of humankind. This
ministry was performed by Jesus in the role of a servant and
was carried out in utter reliance upon his heavenly father.
As a servant, Jesus intended to stand out as the
perfect model or example of compassionate service and to
provide in himself and in his own deeds of mercy the
creative ground and source of all such service. In
recognition that it is this Jesus who is the head of the
church, the one from whom the body takes its direction, the
New Testament uses two principal terms to speak of the
servants of Christ, 6ouA,oi and Svaicovoi, slaves and waiters.
The 6ouA,oa lives under the total claim of God and
is completely subordinate to Jesus Christ, to whom
he belongs body and soul. ...The 5iaKovoa is one who
has been given a task by his Master, and who does
only what is commanded by Him, not what he thinks
out for himself. The servants of Christ are not
their own masters, for they belong to Another
(Torrance 715 ) .
Christians are part of the body of Christ, taking
direction from Christ, who is the head of the body. Our
calling is to serve the one who gives us direction. We are
his servants, described as slaves and waiters. There is no
justification for any Christian choosing to follow any
direction other than that provided by Jesus Christ. His
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example, according to W. A. Whitehouse, makes it clear what
it means to be one of his followers; that is, a part of the
body .
Discipleship therefore means actually following
Jesus in the paths of mundane personal service to
those who call out from conditions of need however
crude. ...Discipleship is judged by the actuality
of mundane service which makes its own concrete
and practical difference to their condition
(Whitehouse 219 ) .
Through his body, the church, it is the intention of
Christ to serve the world, to serve those in need. The
author's contention in regard to those members of the body
who relocate is that there is ample evidence these
individuals are in need of a ministry which would contribute
to their remaining within the body. Those who, for the
moment, are settled within a congregation, must respond to
the needs of those relocating because we are called by
Christ to serve and because these movers are part of the
body. To ignore their needs, to fail to do what it is
within our power to do, is not only to be uncaring toward
one person or family but ultimately it is also to be
uncaring toward the body of Christ and unresponsive toward
the head of that body.
A New Testament Example of Caring for the Body
In summing up Paul's understanding of the concept of
the body, E. Schweizer says this:
Paul adopts soma as a term for our creatureliness ,
for the place where we live, believe, and serve.
For Paul, however, soma also means relationship
with God and others rather than self-contained
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individuality. If the community as Christ's body
is a self-contained unit, it is only in mutual
service as the body of the crucified Lord. As it
grows in the world, in and by it Christ himself
penetrates the cosmos. The NT, then, reconstructs
the soma concept by putting it in the service of
him who gave his body to the world and who in his
body, the church, is still seeking the world
( Schweizer 1148 ) .
There is a New Testament example of how this service
toward Christ and on behalf of Christ is to be carried out
by those who make up his body, the church. It is the story
of the returning, runaway slave, Onesimus, as told in Paul's
letter to Philemon.
Onesimus ran from his slavery in the home of Philemon,
a Christian, whom Paul knew well. Onesimus had somehow come
to know Paul, imprisoned at the time, and had become a
believer in Jesus Christ. Paul, while no doubt preferring
to have kept Onesimus with him, sent him back to Philemon,
so that "you might have him back forever, no longer as a
slave, but more than a slave, a beloved brother�especially
to me but how much more to you, both in the flesh and in the
Lord" (Phlm. 15,16, NRSV).
Paul asked Philemon to receive Onesimus with this
kindness and grace because, "Master and slave are now both
members of the body of Christ. Their common life is now a
tiny cell in the body of Christ, the church" (Bonhoeffer,
Discipleship 231). Paul did not argue for the abolition of
the rules that governed the slave-master relationship in the
world. He pointed out to Philemon there is now a different
law which commands his loyalty.
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The realm of Christian love is subject to Christ,
not to the world. The church can never tolerate
any limits set to the love and service of the
brethren. For where the brother is, there is the
body of Christ, and there is his church. And
there we must also be (Bonhoeffer, Discipleship
232) .
Onesimus was relocating. It may seem absurd to equate
his situation with those of moving members in BCOQ churches,
but there is an important parallel. Paul made it clear the
law of Christ's love, not the laws of this world, now had to
govern the actions of Philemon.
� I pray that the sharing of your faith may become
effective when you perceive all the good that we may do
for Christ (verse 6).
� For this reason, though I am bold enough in Christ to
command you to do your duty, yet I would rather appeal
to you on the basis of love (verses 8, 9a).
� So if you consider me your partner, welcome him as you
would welcome me (verse 17).
When those settled in a community are confronted with
the needs of those relocating, they often need to be
reminded that another rule commands their loyalty. As
observed above, it is right to insist that those relocating
bear some responsibility to ensure they become actively
involved in another congregation so they are not torn away
from the body of Christ. It is wrong, however, to insist
they bear all the responsibility- In fact, the author's
conclusion is that it is wrong to suggest those relocating
bear even most of the responsibility- Those settled in the
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community, those who remain joined to the body, cannot put
limits on their love and service to ensure a brother or
sister is, once again, also joined to the body of Christ,
the church.
During the time a person belongs to a local church in
the BCOQ, he or she is cared for by that church. When that
person finds it necessary to relocate, is it not reasonable
to assume that care will come to an end? No. For we are
called to understand the church not as an organization or
some sort of religious club, but as the body of Christ in
the world. The body suffers as does the individual part
when that part is no longer joined to the body.
Caring for relocating members of the BCOQ is one of the
implications of understanding that the church is a living
organism, the body of Christ. The BCOQ needs an intentional
method of providing that care. The method suggested by this
project is the Home to Home ministry. The Home to Home kit,
to be given to each church of the BCOQ will be described in
Chapter 5 .
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Chapter 5
Designing the Home to Home Kit
The Home to Home kit. Appendix D, pages 113 to 122, is
the tool through which the conclusions of this project are
introduced into the ministry of churches in the BCOQ. Each
item in the kit has a purpose. That purpose is based on the
analysis of the relocation services reviewed in Chapter 2 or
the needs of those relocating suggested by the interviews
and relevant literature.
The first question to be dealt with concerns the need
for this kit. In other words, why is anything more needed
than the address or telephone number to which referrals of
those relocating can be sent? The answer is simple. It is
not only a referral which is needed. In addition, the
church should say good-bye and express appreciation for
those relocating. Each church should develop a means of
doing this. The Home to Home kit suggests a Service of
Recognition. This service or another opportunity to say
good-bye within worship acknowledges the significance of
this transitional experience.
Once the referral has been received, it is more than
acknowledgment of the move that is needed. An intentional
ministry of welcome and assimilation into the new
congregation is needed. Those relocating are part of the
body of Christ. When those who relocate are not welcomed
into the life of a new congregation, it is as if a part of
the body has been cut off from its source of life. Both the
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relocating member and the churches of the BCOQ have a
responsibility to ensure this does not happen. The Home to
Home kit is designed to assist churches in providing an
effective referral and welcoming ministry to relocating
members .
Limitations of Existing Referral Services
The design of the Home to Home kit to be provided for
BCOQ congregations began with an examination of the existing
services outlined on pages 16 to 19. The author did not
inquire whether any of these would be interested in
providing a referral service for the BCOQ. That decision
was based on two factors. First, the author assumes BCOQ
churches would be reluctant to refer names of relocating
members to a denominational agency unconnected to the BCOQ.
Second, the history, growth and life of Protestant churches
in Canada has simply followed a different road from that in
the United States. Because we are different, this ministry
needs a Canadian base and a sensitivity to Canadian church
life in order to be successful.
Another possibility involves obtaining permission to
use an existing referral service with the BCOQ name attached
to it. This also was not investigated because of the
limitations of what is offered. The author believes the
Home to Home ministry responds more adequately to the needs
of those relocating than would be possible if an existing
service was used. The design of the Home to Home kit was
based primarily on the interviews with relocating church
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members and the reading which examined the issues associated
with moving.
The services examined from the United States did
provide a reference point. For example, the Moving United
Methodists packet provides a litany of recognition to be
used in worship when the congregation says good-bye to a
person or family relocating. A similar item is included in
the Home to Home kit because the opportunity to say good-bye
is important for those relocating.
When such an opportunity is included in worship, it
tells the mover their contribution to the church has been
recognized and will be missed. There is a difference,
though, between the two items. It is a subtle difference,
but it is there. Included in the instructions for Home to
Home is the recognition that such a litany would not be
compatible with the worship style of every BCOQ church. The
point is emphasized that it is not the litany itself which
is important but some form of recognition for the relocating
member.
Other items in the Home to Home kit are there to help a
church provide a reception for those referred which will be
meaningful to those undertaking the move. No similar items
are provided by the referral services examined.
One insight common to both the reading and the
interviews was that the needs of the mover are often
underestimated by the residents of the new community. The
author's opinion is that the referral services reviewed
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offer only the first step in making a successful referral.
Those moving indicated a need for more than simply an
invitation to join a church of their denomination in the new
community- For this reason, the Home to Home kit offers
specific suggestions for welcoming the new resident into the
community and into the church. A number of practical
suggestions are included for the actual moving day. There
are specific suggestions regarding the assimilation of those
relocating into the life of the new congregation. There is
a page on which useful information can be provided such as
the telephone numbers of local services and recommendations
for everything from a family doctor to where to buy the best
baked goods .
Some may question the need for such things to be done
as part of a church ministry- The answer to that objection
is simple. The suggestions of the Home to Home kit arise
from needs identified by those who had recently relocated.
If the suggestions are used in a ministry of welcoming
moving members, those individuals and families will feel
their needs have been truly recognized and responded to.
The Home to Home Kit Explained
Instruction Page
The instruction page gives an overview of the Home to
Home kit and ministry- The user�a pastor, church secretary
or person appointed to co-ordinate this ministry�can "gain
an overview of what is suggested from this one page. In the
kit, each item will be a different colour, allowing the user
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to quickly find the appropriate page. The author intends to
show below that each item in the kit is necessary. The
instruction page then helps the user to understand each
aspect of the ministry suggested for those relocating.
A Service of Recognition for Moving Members
The idea for this item came from the Moving United
Methodists package. The concept of including such a formal
good-bye in worship appealed to the author, who admits his
inclination to see this as a positive aspect of ministry to
those relocating.
However, saying good-bye to those relocating is more
than something "nice to do." Including a farewell in
worship underlines two different but connected aspects of
relocating. Firstly, the relocation marks a significant
transition in the lives of those involved. Part of the
church's care to these movers is to help them recognize this
is an ending in their lives; they have a need to say good
bye and to allow others to say good-bye to them.
Recognizing an ending is the necessary prelude to a new
beginning in a new community and new congregation.
Secondly, in worship, churches recognize life's
significant transitions. The birth of a child, the
acceptance of personal faith, marriage and death are
recognized in the lives of God's people by the inclusion of
appropriate rituals in worship. In this way the church
tells people such transitions are opportunities to recognize
the presence of God in our lives.
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When the congregation, within worship, says good-bye to
those relocating, it is helping them recognize this also is
a significant transition and a time to celebrate God's
presence and grace.
Sending the Referral
The basic kit item for the church providing the
referral is the postcard. Six cards will be included in
each kit. The card measures 7.5 x 5.7 5 inches and will be
folded in half and taped closed for mailing. On the card,
the referring church is asked to indicate the name of the
individual or family, their old and new addresses and the
moving date. In addition, there is a section to indicate
the names and ages of children living at home and any
special information or specific needs of those relocating.
Such things as a person requiring a wheelchair accessible
building would be indicated here. The card will also
include a place where the name of the referring church and
the need for additional cards can be noted. The kit will
also contain a sample facsimile transmission page to provide
the same information as the post card.
Welcoming the Mover
As the postcard is the basic item for the referring
church, the page titled "Welcoming The Mover" is the basic
kit item for the receiving church. It suggests, firstly a
ratio of one person for each 100 members in the congregation
be responsible for a ministry to those relocating.
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Specific suggestions are made based on what the
interviews, the reading and the author's personal experience
revealed as being helpful to a mover. For example, if the
moving-in process begins in the morning, the coffee maker
may still be packed when the need for a break is felt. A
flask of coffee and a basket of muffins is an expression of
both kindness and understanding. It is experienced by the
mover as more than what appears on the surface. Those
welcoming the movers have identified with the confusion and
anxiety of the day by saying, "We want to make sure you get
the chance to take a break. You need it."
It is also suggested that as much information about the
community as possible should be provided. This can be
provided in person or through the use of the For Your
Information page in the kit. The reader may question why
this would be part of a ministry of the church when it is
likely to be done by an organization such as Welcome Wagon
or the local Newcomers' Club. The reason is simple. The
sooner such information is provided, the less will be the
anxiety felt by the mover.
In one of the interviews, this anxiety was referred to.
Moving to a new community meant the type of information
which was known about one's current home would need to be
discovered all over again. The writing of Audrey McCollum
referred to on page 45 speaks of the sense of loss of
physical identity experienced by the women in her study.
Again, providing a recommendation for a hairdresser can be
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the sort of helpful information that relieves some of the
anxiety felt by the mover.
Other suggestions on this page are intended to
reinforce the idea that those relocating are welcome in the
receiving church. The author believes as little as possible
should be left to chance. For example, the movers should be
accompanied to worship on the first Sunday in the new
community, or arrangements should be made for them to be
greeted at the door by someone who has met them- This is
likely to be the person responsible for the Home to Home
ministry in that church.
Those relocating have said good-bye to their old home
and church. They are not yet ready to fully embrace the new
beginning. They are in the "neutral zone," described on
page 42. The author appreciates the comment of William
Bridges. "It is unrealistic to expect someone to make a
beginning like a sprinter coming out of the starting
blocks" (Bridges 148). The implication for the receiving
church is that it is up to those who wish to welcome the
mover to make entry into the life and fellowship of the
church as uncomplicated as possible.
The receiving church must recognize that those
relocating, or in the "neutral zone," often lack the
emotional resources to enter into the life of a new church
without some help. Those fully assimilated into the life of
a local church often have no idea of the anxiety and tension
which accompanies the first visit to a new church. What is
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suggested by the Home to Home ministry is that the receiving
church be gracious and generous in doing what only it can
do; that is, the receiving church takes the initiative in
welcoming the mover.
To those who would question the need for such action on
the part of the receiving church or insist the mover must
take more responsibility for entering into the life of a new
church, the author's only question is this: Are we prepared
to leave unchanged the situation described by Reginald
Bibby?
Residential movement is a major source of
attrition for religious groups. Some 33% of
Canadians who didn't make a residential switch
during the period 1980 to 1990 said they were
attending services weekly as of 1990. Among
Canadians who did change addresses, the reported
weekly attendance level was only 15%. In other
words, every time people move, about half of them
will stop attending regularly (Bibby, More 78).
Evaluation Page
The final item in the kit is a simple, one-page
evaluation form. The first section asks the persons using
the Home to Home kit to indicate their level of satisfaction
with the various items in the kit. In the second section,
space is provided to indicate the number of referrals made
and received since use of the kit was begun.
The Home to Home kit is designed to assist BCOQ
churches in implementing a ministry of referral and
reception for relocating members. Such a ministry will
benefit the denomination by retaining active members. More
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importantly, such a ministry will also respond to the needs
of those relocating.
Twice in this century there have been documented calls
for the introduction of some type of referral service for
relocating Baptists in Ontario and Quebec. Nothing
happened. If the churches of the BCOQ can, at this time, be
convinced of the need, the Home to Home kit will provide a
method for responding to it. The steps the author will take
to introduce Home to Home to the BCOQ are found in
chapter 6 .
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
A family is moving. Both wife and husband are
Christians. Both are active in the church in which he grew
up and which she joined when she came to this city to attend
university- She is active as a small group leader and sings
the occasional solo as a member of the choir. He has
chaired the outreach committee and, until preparations for
the move took every spare moment, was teaching a class of a
dozen junior highs at Sunday School.
Their two children think going to Sunday School and
worship on Sunday is the natural thing to do. There is no
doubt in the mind of any family member that church will be a
part of their life in the new community. One question is,
which church? Another question is, will they find a church
where they feel at home?
There is some anxiety about that. This couple is well
enough informed to know winds of change have been blowing
through all the denominations of Canada. They know a wide
variety of worship styles can be found within churches that
have the same denominational label on the front lawn sign.
Over coffee, after the children were in bed one
evening, they easily agreed on what it was they were looking
for in a new church home. Their pastor had recommended a
church to try in their new community and they had promised
to check it out. But the denominational label would be only
one factor in helping them to make their decision. Their
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new church home would be a place where they feel welcomed
and needed. It would also be a church that provided a
welcoming environment for their children.
In the BCOQ, welcoming this family into a church in
their new community is left to chance. It may happen. It
may not. Implementing an intentional ministry of referral
and receiving of relocating members would assist the
denomination in retaining such people in active church
involvement.
The Home to Home ministry is intended to reinforce the
understanding that God is with those of his people who are
on the move. The offer of care and concern, practical
assistance and a welcome into the life of a new church would
help relocating members to continue experiencing God's
active presence in their lives.
This ministry, however, is not based solely on the
desire to help a denomination reduce statistical losses.
The people who are members of BCOQ churches are part of the
body of Christ. This study has identified relocating as one
of life's transitional experiences and as an opportunity to
keep members of the body joined to that body. If we fail to
do what is within our power, we are ignoring God's word.
"If one member suffers, all suffer together with it; if one
member is honored, all rejoice together with it" (1 Cor.
12:26, NRSV). The body suffers when parts are removed from
it.
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Introducing Home to Home to the BCOQ
The method proposed to retain relocating BCOQ members
is called Home to Home ministry- It will be introduced to
denominational leaders in the summer of 1995. Their co
operation is necessary in order for the material to be
circulated to each church.
The specific steps that will be taken are these:
1. This project, including the Home to Home kit, will be
presented to the Executive Minister of the BCOQ. The
purpose of the presentation will be to gain the Executive
Minister's support in presenting the Home to Home
ministry to the Convention Council, the chief
administrative body of the denomination. A copy the Home
to Home kit will be prepared for each member of the
Convention Council .
2 . The Home to Home ministry will be presented to the
Convention Council to obtain its co-operation and support
in providing each church with a Home to Home kit. The
Convention Council will also be asked to provide the
funds necessary to cover postage and printing costs.
With this support in place. Home to Home kits will be
sent to each BCOQ church.
3. It will be recommended to the BCOQ that the Home to
Home office be established at Markham Baptist Church for
the first year of its operation. This recommendation
will be made for one simple reason. The author has the
greatest interest in seeing this referral and receiving
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ministry be successful; therefore, he hopes to directly
oversee its operation for at least one year.
4. The author anticipates producing an attractive, one-
page newsletter to be sent to BCOQ churches twice a year.
The first issue would be mailed in December 1995. It
would remind pastors and church secretaries about the
Home to Home kit and how to use it. If possible, it would
also prominently feature the first Home to Home ministry
success story. The strategy here is simple. Give a
living, breathing example of how this ministry of saying
good-bye, referral and welcome was carried out in a
specific situation which helped to ensure the continuing
participation of the movers in the life of a BCOQ church.
5. Names of movers will be submitted to the Home to Home
office by means of post-cards and telephone calls.
Within 24 hours of a referral being received, the
information will be forwarded to the nearest BCOQ church.
If the referral is received less than 14 days before the
moving date, the information will be forwarded by
telephone or facsimile transmission. Every effort must
be made to ensure a ministry of welcoming and care is
offered on moving day to those relocating.
Occasions will arise when someone is moving to a
community or area of a city served by more than one BCOQ
church. In those cases, it will be necessary for a
judgment to be made as to which church is most likely to
retain this person or family in active involvement. The
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factors to be considered in making this choice will
include the age of those relocating, the average age of
the congregations and the worship style of the
prospective receiving churches.
6. The Home to Home ministry will be assessed on the
basis of an evaluation page provided in the kit. It will
also be evaluated on the basis of the number of referrals
received. To encourage use of the evaluation page, a
reminder letter will be sent to churches at the end of
the first year of operating the Home to Home ministry,
with a postage-paid envelope provided for returning the
evaluation. This step is suggested because it is of
particular importance to receive evaluations from
churches which do not use the referral service. For this
ministry to be effective, it must be discovered what
changes need to be made to maximize the number of
referrals .
7. As part of the evaluation process, churches in the
largest cities and towns of the two provinces served by
the BCOQ will be contacted individually. As noted in
Chapter 2, it is the large urban areas of Ontario which
are experiencing the greatest growth in population.
Churches in these areas, then, have the most to gain from
implementing the Home to Home ministry. And it is their
participation which will give Home to Home a firm
foundation within the BCOQ.
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8. During the first year of operating the Home to Home
ministry, letters will be sent to Canadian denominational
head offices advising the appropriate persons and/or
departments of this referral service. The letter will
also advise of the intention to evaluate this service,
make necessary changes and introduce it to other Canadian
churches. The persons receiving the letter will be asked
to indicate, without making any firm commitments, what
interest their church might have in this service.
9. When denominational officials express immediate
interest, contact will be made as soon as possible to
present a summary of the project and a sample Home to
Home kit. There would be follow-up with these persons to
advise of changes made on the basis of the first-year
evaluation and to actively pursue the possibility of the
Home to Home ministry being used directly by the church
or the service purchased through the existing Home to
Home office.
10. Evaluation of the Home to Home ministry will be
ongoing so that it continues to provide an effective and
efficient means of referring moving church members to the
fellowship and care of a new congregation.
It is important to understand that while this Home to
Home ministry to movers may face some challenges, it is not
an impossible task. Nor should it be assumed that because
this ministry has not been attempted intentionally, this
implies the task is beyond the doing. In fact, the author
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finds it something between surprising and tragic that such a
simple ministry of retaining moving members by caring for
them and referring them to new congregations has not been
instituted long ago.
Extending a Ministry to Movers
A recent development in the life of Baptists in Canada
has presented the author with another opportunity to gain
further support for and expanded use of the Home to Home
ministry. In January 1995, two national organizations, the
Canadian Baptist Federation and Canadian Baptist
International Ministries, amalgamated to form Canadian
Baptist Ministries (CBM).
The two organizations have enjoyed the active support
of Baptists across Canada for many years. The projects
engaged in by these organizations have not attracted
significant controversy. In fact, because most of their
projects are related to mission and relief and development
issues, support for the organizations has been strong.
The author believes it is possible during the first
year of this new organization's life to take advantage of
this long-standing support for its programmes. CBM will be
approached through its chief executive officer, the General
Secretary, to recommend Home to Home as the resource for
providing a ministry of caring and referral for relocating
Baptists everywhere in Canada.
A word of explanation is likely necessary. As noted
above, most moves in Canada are intra-provincial .
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Therefore, the Home to Home ministry will be most effective
if it is carried out by individual conventions, such as the
BCOQ, as is suggested by this project. The author is not
proposing that Home to Home should become a national
ministry. Rather, it is being suggested the support enjoyed
by CBM makes it advisable to have that organization endorse
Home to Home for use in the four conventions represented in
its membership.
Implications for Further Research
The Home to Home ministry could do more, which would
require further work. Further research into the transition
of relocating and what makes for a successful transition
would be helpful. It would also be helpful to examine the
emotional and spiritual needs of persons relocating at
different stages of life. Once the Home to Home ministry
has operated for a few years, examples of how churches are
using this ministry effectively should be raised up for
others to observe, adapt and implement.
The Home to Home ministry will generate referrals of
those relocating. It is assumed not all referrals will
result in retaining the person or persons in active
membership. In those cases, interviews should be arranged
to find out what could have been done differently to welcome
them into the life of a new church. The author expects this
will be done by him as part of an ongoing evaluation of the
Home to Home ministry.
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When unsuccessful referrals are examined, it may be
discovered the mover has become actively involved in the
life of a church outside the BCOQ. The matter of
denominational identification and loyalty will need to
continue to be examined. The ongoing work of Reginald Bibby
and Donald Posterski is concerned, in part, with the
significance of denominational loyalty for Canadians.
If it is shown that the importance of denominational
identification is declining among Canadians, the author
believes the Home to Home ministry will need to be examined
as a possible vehicle for delivering a service that crosses
denominational lines. Further speculation as to what that
would mean is fruitless. However, if Canadians identify
less and less with the denomination of their upbringing, an
attempt should be made to make referrals to whatever local
church can retain a mover in active involvement.
The research of Audrey McCollum and Irwin Barker and
Donald Posterski suggests another area for investigation.
As noted in Chapter 2, Barker and Posterski have identified
community as one cornerstone of a good church. Two aspects
of community were an opportunity for involvement and a sense
of belonging.
McCollum raises a related issue when she speaks of the
need for a mover to do work outside the home that will
command recognition.
A central task for the prospective mover is to
identify a sphere of satisfying and visible work
that she can pursue with continuity if she moves,
and to find out whether or not there will be
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opportunities in the new community to do that
work. This task is a necessity for most single
movers. It is avoided by many coupled movers,
professional women as well as homemakers. Yet it
should be pursued as seriously as if a woman's
livelihood is at stake. That may become true in
financial terms. It will almost certainly become
true in psychological terms (McCollum 279).
McCollum has identified meaningful work outside the
home as a necessity for a successful relocation. Barker and
Posterski have identified the opportunity for involvement as
one aspect of the sense of community offered by a good
church. The question needing an answer is this: How can a
church receive a person relocating, offer a caring welcome,
respect each individual ' s timetable for making the new
beginning and offer a timely opportunity for involvement in
meaningful work within the church? If that question could
be answered, the effectiveness of the Home to Home ministry
would be increased.
The declining mobility of Canadians as they age
suggests to the author an area for further research.
According to the 1986 census.
Persons aged 25 to 29 were the most mobile, with 3
out of 4 Canadians in this group reporting that
they lived in a different dwelling five years
earlier. For those aged 65 or over, only 1 in 5
reported living in a different dwelling in 1986
(Mobility Status vii).
The differences experienced in moving depending on
one's age should be examined. For instance, if 7 5% of one
age group are moving, it is an experience that will be
shared by most peers. If, on the other hand, 80% of those
aged 65 and over are settled in one community for a
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significant length of time, the 20% who move will feel more
intensely the losses of relocating. An examination of this
issue could help churches of the BCOQ adapt their referral
and reception of relocating members according to the age of
the person and stage in life.
The positive aspect of these implications for further
research is that all of them will open to the BCOQ
additional ways in which to care meaningfully for those who
are relocating. The first step will be to put in place the
Home to Home ministry -
Personal Reflections
In any undertaking such as this project there is a
journey involved. For the author there was a physical
journey, a move from one community to another. There was
also a journey in the author's understanding of care to
those relocating by the church. This was reflected in a
parallel journey in the author's spiritual life.
The first thing which motivated this study and project
was the awareness that the BCOQ was losing members. As has
been admitted, leaders of the denomination could only guess
that some of those who were lost had relocated and failed to
transfer their membership. The records kept were incomplete
and did not indicate specific reasons why churches lost
track of people. However, it seemed likely members were
being lost at a time of relocating. If they could be
referred and welcomed to a new church, these losses might be
reduced.
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The second thing which motivated the author was the
work of Reginald Bibby. Bibby is certain that
denominational identity continues to be an important fact of
life for most Canadians. Any church, then, which is
concerned for its health and vitality needs to keep track of
those who identify with that denomination; one aspect of
this is to keep track of those relocating. The author
respects the insights of Reginald Bibby and thinks his
suggestions are worth further investigation.
The third thing which motivated the author was that an
effort to track geographically mobile members had been
suggested at least twice before in the life of the BCOQ and
it had not happened. The author believed it should be done
and could be done, and he wanted to be the one to help make
it happen.
Along the way in this journey, something happened. It
began with the relocation of the author and his family. It
continued during the reading, particularly of Audrey
McCollum' s book, and during the interviews with those who
had recently relocated.
What happened was rather simple. The author became
aware of the sense of loss that is involved in moving. He
became aware of the variety of emotions that a family brings
to a move. For instance, a husband is excited at the
possibilities offered by a new job, a wife resents having to
leave a job with which she was content. One child easily
accepts a move that coincides with the start of high school.
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Another is angered by the loss of friends at what she
considers a crucial stage of elementary school. These are
not earth-shattering issues, but they are issues of
importance to those involved.
As the author began to see more clearly what it meant
to move, his understanding changed of the ministry needed.
Clearly, the first motivation for this study and project was
a desire to help reduce membership losses in the BCOQ. As
the project concludes, the primary goal has become to give
the churches of the BCOQ a method to offer a ministry which
responds to the felt needs of movers and thus makes it more
likely their involvement in a local church will be retained.
But offering this care and welcome is the important thing.
The author's orientation has shifted from numbers to
individuals .
This segment of the journey has also involved a
discovery for the author that has implications for how he
understands the whole of the church's mandate to care.
There is a tendency for those already involved in the church
to measure care needed according to their understanding of
the situation. But the author has come to be convinced that
care should be measured according to how the person
requiring the care defines the need.
For example, one thing the author realized while
studying relocating and finding a new church home is he has
never searched for a new church in the way most people do.
As a child, he attended the church to which his mother took
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him; as a undergraduate student, he attended the church of
friends; as a graduate student, he attended the church
assigned; as a pastor, he attended the church to which he
was called. At every step, there was a welcome waiting, a
ready-made entree into the life of the congregation. The
author has never had the experience of seeking out a new
church home not knowing the reaction of those already there.
How then can he decide what care is needed by those
relocating? How can he measure the responsibility that must
be undertaken by those relocating? He cannot. It is up to
those who relocate and experience what it means to suffer
those losses to tell those of us settled in a church how we
can care for them. As this is true for those relocating, it
is true for others. Let the dimensions of our caring be
defined by those the church would care for.
While this journey of discovery was taking place, the
author also became aware of a journey in his spiritual life.
The two are, no doubt, connected. Those who offer any
caring ministry on behalf of Christ need to listen to how
needs are defined by those for whom we would care. In other
words, the care-giver needs the recipient of the care to do
effectively what he or she feels called to do. There is an
interdependence that is central to life in the church.
This represents the most significant area for spiritual
growth in the author's life. He enjoys doing many parts of
his job on his own. He would rather do almost anything
himself than call on another for assistance. This study and
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project, however, have helped make it clear to him the
church is not a gathering of unconnected individuals.
Pragmatically, we need one another to effectively answer
Christ's call upon our lives. Theologically, we are part of
the body of Christ. "For just as the body is one and has
many members, and all the members of the body, though many,
are one body, so it is with Christ" (1 Cor. 12:12, NRSV).
What changes will result in the author's life because
of this journey in his spiritual life? It is impossible to
say with certainty, of course. The author's hope and prayer
is this. He desires a growing understanding and
appreciation for the interdependence of the body of Christ.
He desires to serve Christ faithfully and effectively by
growing in his awareness that the body of Christ reflects
the design of God, who "arranged the members in the body,
each one of them, as he chose" (1 Cor. 12:18, NRSV).
Having come to understand this with greater clarity, doing
God's will means being open to growth in love and a new
willingness to practice ministry as something shared with
all who belong to the body.
Summary
The Home to Home ministry as suggested by this project
holds the promise of helping to meet significant emotional
and spiritual needs in the lives of relocating members of
the BCOQ. In a small denomination, the actual number of
those relocating who are retained as active members of a
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local church may be few, but the ministry offered will be
substantial and worthwhile.
The literature dealing with relocation as a
transitional experience identified the sense of loss as part
of moving. Those interviewed identified the losses, large
and small, which they experienced. When the churches of the
BCOQ initiate the referral and reception of relocating
members suggested by the Home to Home ministry, they will be
providing a simple, caring response to an identified need.
When that happens, individuals will be retained as active
members, the church strengthened and God glorified.
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THE MOVERS PROGRAM
The United Church of Christ on the Move
People move from one area of the country to
another. Some of these people are members of one
of the United Church of Christ congregations.
Caring about these people and wanting the
churches to stay in touch with them, the United
Church of Christ Movers Program swings into
action.
How Does It Work?
When a church receives word that a member or
family is relocating and will no longer be active in
the church, the pastor or church secretary com
pletes a single postage-paid card and mails it to
the United Church Board for Homeland Min
istries. Within a few days of receipt, the card is
forwarded to the United Church of Christ con
ference to which the individual or family has
moved. The conference office sends the card to a
nearby United Church congregation with the
suggestion that the pastor or a lay person from the
church make a welcoming visit.
Who Is Key?
The church in which the person or family' is a
member is one key for the effectiveness of this
program. The church, ministering to the person
or family which is moving, must fill out the card
and send the information on to the Board for
Homeland Ministries. The board handles thou
sands of cards received per year from every corner
of the country. The conference plays another key
role in notifying the United Church congregation
closest to the person or family that has moved.
Through such a procedure, conferences demon
strate their care for these people in transition.
Where to Find the Cards?
The United Church Movers cards are included
in the United Church desk calendeir and plan
book. Each card has a box to check for requesting
additional cards. Or one can request cards from
United Church of Christ Movers, United Church
Board for Homeland Ministries, 132 W. 31st
Street, New York, New York 10001. There are
two identical sheets of four cards each in this new
resource, EVANGELISM AND MEMBER
SHIP GROWTH RESOURCES. Here is what
the cards look like:
1
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Figure 1 . UNriED Church of Christ Movers Card
U.C.C. MOVERS
United Church Board for Homeland Ministries:
The following person(s) have recently moved into a new community:
Last Name DateofMove_
First name(s) of adults
First name(s) of children
New Address Street
City and State Zip_
Present church name
Street
City and State Zip.
Your name ^
Check here if you need additional cards. ? Comments:
BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 4251 NEW YORK. N Y
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE
NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES
United Church Board for Homeland Ministries
U.C.C. MOVERS
132W. 31st
New York, NY 10001
2
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WATS SERVICE NO PROBLEM
FOR MOVING UM INFORMATION
Call Toll Free Today to ReportMoving Family
The new RELOCATION SERVICE and WATS line is an important improvement in the
Moving United Methodist Program. This new high-tech program is now fully oper
ational for families who are about to move or for those who have moved within
the last six months.
Pastors or appointed representatives from local churches may call the Re
location Service toll free at 1-800-62A-A130 and give information about members
of their local congregation who are moving. In Alaska, Hawaii, and Tennessee
you may call collect to 1-615-340-7127. Information about the members will be
shared with a United Methodist Church in the new location.
Within 24 hours the computer in the Relocation Service matches the inform
ation given with the closest church in the new community. By first class mail
the church receives the information about the new persons in the community and
the moving United Methodists receive information about the nearest United Meth
odist Church.
Our hope is that the church will call on the moving persons, making their
move a bit easier. These persons may also more easily visit a United Methodist
Church. Since 1980, thousands of moving United Methodists have been reminaed
of their church's national connection, of their membership responsibilities, and
have received ministry during an often stressful time.
Every card sent to a local church from the Relocation Service has three
parts. Card number one gives instructions for card number two and card number
three. Card number two conveys information about the person (s) who are moving
into the new community. Card number three is a response card which should be
returned after an initial visit is made to the moved person (s).
Every card sent to the person who has moved also contains three parts.
Card number one is a greeting from United Methodist friends. Card number two
gives information about the closest United Methodist Church in the new area.
Card number three is addressed to the former church and is given to the new
pastor to request a transfer of membership.
The Relocation Service is a joint service of the General Council on Fin
ance and Administration and the Division of United Methodist Men of the Gen
eral Board of Discipleship. The funds for the WATS service come from the
contingency fund.
USE IT TODAY! IT'S YOUR MOVE!
THE GENERAL BOARD OF
DISOgLESHIP
THE UNITEDMETHODIST CHURCH
VNITCD METHODIST MEN
r.O. lot 140
NashvlUc. TcMCUM 373024140 Alaska, Hawaii and Tennessee, call collect B1 5/340-7
9:00-3:00 Central Hme
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GO WITH GOD
A BRIEF SERVICE OF RECOGNITION FOR MOVING MEMBERS
Minister;
The church is a family.
United by the common parenthood of God
and the common recognition of Jesus Christ as
our savior, we are all brothers and sisters.
And, for a time, (name of congregation) is our home.
Like every human home, our church home is formed and
reformed over time:
as members are born ... as they die;
as members are adopted into the fellowship of our
home . . . and as they leave our home for a new home,
in a new home, in a different place.
For a time, the (member's name<s>) have lived with us
in our church home. We have shared with each other
good times and bad . . .
we have shared each other's joys and sorrows;
we have lightened each other's heavy loads . . .
together, we have laughed and cried;
together, we have worshipped and praised God;
together, ... we have lived.
Congregation;
We sorrow in your leaving, yet we rejoice with you in
anticipation of this new phase of your life.
We will miss your fellowship and support, yet we know
you will add much to the lives of those who will
be your new church family . . .
as you have added much to our lives.
All:
We will pray for you and for the whole family of God.
Minister;
Go in peace, and go with God . . . AMEN.
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Moving IJnlted Methodist Frograo
Selocatlon Service and VATS Line
1.800-624-4130
Your Moving United Methodist (MDM) office now has a "TOLL-FREE" VATS line service
available from 9:00 a.a. until 3:30 p.s. . CT, Monday through Friday. This VATS
line service Is available nationwide vlth the exception of Alaska, Hawaii and
Tennessee. The "TOLL-FREE*' VATS number is 1-800-624-4130. Alaska, Hawaii and
Tennessee vlll be able to call from 9:00 a.a. through 3:30 p.m., CT, by calling
COILECT 0-615-340-7127.
Flaase have your aoving BeaberCs) Infomatlon raady before you place your call.
The Information ve get from you vlll be entered into our coiq>uter system during
your call. The Inforaatlon you give vlll be forwarded immediately to the pastor
In the novlng member's new conmunlty. Information about the moving acBberCs) vlll
be asked for In the following sequence:
1st - Tour Church Zip Code.
2nd - Tour Church Name.
3rd - Your Church Street Address.
4th - Your Church City and State.
5th - Your Chiirch Phone Number.
6th - Your Conference.
7th - Your District.
8th - Moving Member (s) Hew Zip Code.
9th - Moving Member (s) NameCs).
10th - Moving Member (s) Hev Street Address.
11th - Moving Meinber(s) Kev City and State.
12th - Moving Date - Be as accurate as possible; it is very important that
the new pastor know as near as possible vhen the moving nember arrived
or vlll arrive in his/her connunity.
13th - Any special information you vould like to share vlth the pastor in
the new community concerning the moved family. This vlll help the
new pastor to be sore aware of specific needs of the moving member (s).
The more the new pastor knows about the moving member, the more ef
fectively he/she can minister.
This new VATS line service vlll serve well for churches who want to advise us of
current moving member infomatlon. Please do not use the VATS line service or the
COLLECT call service for moves oiver 90 days old; use the MDM02 or the M014C form
or a letter. Include all the above infomatlon and send through the U.S. nail.
Once again, no mattar how old the move you are reporting, ve still need a move
date, or an approximate one.
AB/ge
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MOVING UNITED METHODIST
INFORMATION AND UPDATE
.0. Box 840
ashvllle, TN 37202-0840 BULLETIN 2
ISSUED JANUAPT. 1983
REVISED 8/86
SO YOU HAVE A NEW FAMILY ON THE BLOCK!
They nay be United Methodists! Did you know that an estimated 15,380
United Methodists move weekly (800,000 annually)? Records show that almost
every United Methodist Church has the opportunity to welcome one or more
moved persons into their local church fellowship annually. Records also
show that for the past 14 years, one-half of all churches have missed these
persons who have moved Into their neighborhood and failed to get them into
their church fellowship. A program responding to members and friends who
move is an ongoing challenge of education and understanding.
The Moving United Methodist (MUM) Program ie a caring response to a
real need in The United Methodist church. The essential mechanics of the
program are in place. The fine tuning will depend on the understanding of
and response to the process by ALL participants In the program.
MUM is a caring, giving, and receiving ministry. Understanding and
cooperation are a must. This bulletin and future issues will aid in your
participation. The MUM Office in the Section on United Methodist Men
welcomes questions, your candid evaluation, and we solicit your par
ticipation.
What The 1984 Book of Discipline says about moving members, paragraph
237: If a member of a United Methodist Church shall move to another com
munity so far removed from the home church that the member cannot partici
pate regularly In Its worship and activity, this member shall be encouraged
to transfer membership to a United Methodist Church In the community of the
newly established residence. As soon as the pastor Is Informed of this
change of residence, actual or contemplated. It shall be the pastor's duty
and obligation to assist the member to become established in the fellowship
of a church In the community of the future home and to send to a United
Methodist pastor In such community, or to the district superintendent, or
(If neither is known) to the Board of Discipleship, a letter of notifica
tion, giving the latest known address of the person or persons concerned
and requesting local pastoral oversight.
THIS BULLETIN GIVES AN OVERVIEW OF THE MOVING UNITED METHODIST
PROGRAM.
GENERAL CONFERENCE ACTION
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DO UNITED METHODISTS CARE? YES, DEFINITELY!
THE MUM PROGRAM IS A CARING MINISTRY.
1. The 1984 Book of Dleclpllne of The United Methcdlet Church paragraph
213 states: Faithful participation In the corporate life of the
congregation Is an obligation of the Christian to fellov aembers of
the Body of Christ.
II. It is the responsibility of the pastor, nenbershlp secretary and the
United Methodist Men's Moving Member Coordinator to work with the
National Office of United Methodist Men in coordinating the National
Moving United Methodist Program.
HOW TO BECOME INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAM
III. In order to become Involved in the MUM Program each local church
should do or encourage the following:
1. The church should approve a person, appointed or elected through
the Council on Ministries or Administrative Board, to serve as
the MUM Coordinator and send that name to the National Office of
United Methodist Hen.
Register your church by designating a moving member coordinator
and also send us the zip codes of families served by your ares.
Send the Information to the MUM Office, P.O. Box 840, Nashville,
Tennessee 37202-0840, using form M013C.
2. Each member of the local church should be on the alert for
persons leaving the congregation because of moving beyond
convenient driving distance and pass the name(s) to the local
MUM Coordinator.
3. The local church Moving United Methodist Coordinator should
immediately arrange for an interview vlth the moving United
Methodist, fill out form M014C (revised) and mail It at once to
the National Office of United Methodist Men. Be sure to include
the moving date. The Moving Member Coordinator should arrange
vlth the pastor to have a "Sending Forth Service" vlth the Moving
Member (s). A "Sending Forth Service" can be secured from the MUM
Office.
4. The local church should interpret the MUM Program as a reciprocal
ministry, sending forth their members and reaching out and re
ceiving new members who move into their cosoninlty.
5. Local church members interested in relating loved ones vho live
in a distant place to a nearby church, may secure form M014C fron
their local MUM Coordinator, fill It out and have the coordinator
return the card to the National Office of United Methodist Men.
6. The local church MUM Coordinator should be prepared to provide a
ministry giving to the new resident Information on churches, housing,
medical institutions, city, and conmunlty services.
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7. Because of the stress Involved in aovlng, each local church should
carry oo a continuous program of assimilation vhlch vould Include
the follovlng: (1) Assigning transferred and nev menbers to s
fellovshlp friend vhosc responsibility vould be to help orient
the nevcomer into the life of the church; (2) Organizing a com
mittee on the assimilation of new members; (3) Providing training
and orientation sessions and get-acquainted opportunities.
ONLY YOD CAN ASSURE SUCCESS OF THE SYSTEM�COOPERATION IS NEEDED!
The success of the Moving United Methodist Program depends upon the co
operation received by the follovlng: Local pastor, local church membership
secretary, local church Moving United Methodist Coordinator, district super
intendent. Conference Council on Ministry director, and bishop.
1. Ideally, a member contemplating moving %rlll notify the MUM Coordi
nator or the proper local church persons of his/her Intention, giving the
date of the planned move and the address in the nev conmunlty if known, as
veil as the old address. In reality, the MUM Coordinator vlll vigorously
seek out persons moving and secure the Information.
2. The Moving United Methodist Coordinator in the sending church will
record the information on the proper form (MOIAC) and mall to the office of :
Moving United Methodist, P.O. Box 840, Nashville. Tennessee 37202-0840.
3. The Moving United Methodist Office will determine the United
Methodist Church (known as the target church) nearest the home of the
moving United Methodist and send that Information to the Moving United
Methodist Coordinator /membership secretary/pastor. If the nearest church
is not knovn, the information Is sent to the district superintendent for
distribution to the nearest local church.
4. Shortly after the nev member arrives in his/her nev coimunlty,
he/she vlll be visited by the Moving United Methodist Coordinator or someone
representing the target church.
5. The purpose of this visit is to get acquainted and help the Moving
United Methodist become fsmlllar vlth conmunlty services and opportunities.
Help the member locate a church and settle into the new coomiunlty. Timing
is essential. Do It TODAY!
VHAT WILL THE CENTRAL MUM OFFICE DO?
MUM is a network for the local church's extended caring ministry. Vhen
someone in the eongregstlon announces they will be moving, as much informa
tion as possible should be obtained about the move:
1. Vhen
2. Where
3. Concerns: schools, churches, connunity services, hospitals,
health care, personal anxieties.
VHO INITIATES THE MOVING MEMBER PROCESS?
Each local church must submit Its own moving member information to MUM.
This is the local church's responsibility. A designated person (moving mem-
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ber coordinator) should collect data on persona %iho are vovlng and send It
to MUM (use fora M014C). You are not sending a person's aeabershlp, only
prospective naaes.
The Inforaation card for Moving United Methodist aeabers should be com
pleted. The acre InforMtlon given, the better the prospective church
will
be able to respond. While the old address Is not absolutely necessary, it
does serve a function In the computer system. Should the new address
be
difficult or Impossible to obtain, the Initial Information should be sent
anyway to the MUM office with the present sddress. This may
be updated at
any time. Use of these update capabilities Is encouraged. The
lines la
beled should be used for caring information and should be used for endorse
ments and other concerns that need to be shared with the new church.
Most
Important, the date of the move should be indicated; If not known,
enter
the approximate date. We are hearing in response to names sent
from local
churches. I.e., pastors about those members who have been moved
for a num
ber of years, and they prefer current information. Members who have been
moved for a number of years In most Instances have already either united
with another United Methodist Church, a church of another denomination,
or
have decided not to have a church affiliation.
The information submitted to the MUM network will be processed quickly
and electronically with a large measure of personal involvement and love
then rushed to the appropriate church or District Superintendent. The
prospective church wll] receive the information and assign
It to a person
or a Visitation Comlttee. Almost as soon as a family moves in, a caller
bearing Christian love and care will make the first
contact.
In a reasonable amount of time, the new church is expected to respond
to MUM with the following information:
The referred person(6) have/has:
Joined a United Methodist Church 5. S^",^^ ^*
Joined a non-United Methodist Church 6. Undecided
on a church
Affiliated with a United Methodist Church 7. Cancelled
move
Moved again 8. OiVver
The church receiving the moved aeaber's Intention to join, writes
the
�ending church requesting a transfer of aembershlp.
A form will be provided
"
maVe it easier to write to the sending church. It will carry
the sending
church's address and a person's name for contact purposes.
This Is a service provided
by the Board of Discipleship.
United Methodist Men
615/ 340-7U5
MOM Office
P.O. Box 840
Nashville, TN 37202-0840
8/86
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Please share quickly the information enclosed with a church in the
community.
Use the MOVING MEMBER PROGRAM as your church's extended
caring ministry. The new MOVING MEMBER PROGRAM is designed to
save members who might be lost to United Methodist membership in the
moving experience. Use the new moving network for all of your non
resident members.
Please remember the earlier the information is submitted, the greater
the chance to keep our people in United Methodist churches and the
quicker your moved member will be called on by the new church families.
M014C DISCIPlESHlPReSOlIKCe?f.QtOXMO
iMSHMiue, Tennessee 37202
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MOVING UNITED METHODIST MEMBERS
MUM
P. O. Box 840
Nashville, TN 37202
The following person(s) moved from our community.
Name
Street
City, State Zip
Phone
Old Address
City, State Zip
Special information to share with new church (optional):
Moving Date
Date
FROM:
Name
Position _
Church
Address _
City State
Zip
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Interview Questionnaire
1 . Date of move
2 . From to
3. Reason for relocating (eg. job change)
4. Please describe the most negative aspect of this
transitional experience.
5. Was your leaving recognized by the church from which
you moved? ? yes ? no
If yeS/ please describe.
6 . Was any attempt made to send your name to a pastor in
your new home town? ? yes ? no
If yes, describe any contact which resulted.
7 . Are you regularly attending a church in your new
location? How has your coming been recognized?
8. Have individuals in your new church helped you become
more familiar with both the church and community?
? yes ? no
If yes, how?
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9. Please describe any differences among family members
in adjusting to this transitional experience.
10. Please suggest one thing either the sending church or
receiving church could have done to make this
experience more positive.
Please use the remainder of this page and/or the other
side for any further comments. Thank you for your help.
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Pastor Bill Norman
110 Church Street
Markham
Baptist
Church
Markham ON L3P2M4
office, 905 '294 '5830
home, 905 '294 -7524
Dear
I am writing to ask for you help.
The enclosed questionnaire is part of a Doctor of Ministry
project at Asbury Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky- I am
attempting to research and develop a method for retaining
within a Christian fellowship members who more from one
community to another and therefore must move to a new church
home.
One discovery made thus far is that while many transfers of
membership will be made within a denominational family,
there are a growing number that will be made to another
church ' ' that meets our needs . ' '
Please examine the enclosed Home to Home Church Profile. Do
not fill it out. It would be used to develop a listing of
types or styles of churches. After examining the profile ,
please respond to the questions below and return all the
pertinent pages in the enclosed envelope.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
William Norman
? Yes, I would consider participating in Home to Home by
filling in the profile when this ministry is developed.
? There are changes and/or additions that I would make. I
have marked them on the profile sheets or on the reverse of
this page.
to know HIMand to make him known
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Home to Home Church Profile
Welcome to Home to Home. Our purpose is to discover
church attendees who are moving and ease the transition from
one church home to another. Loyalty to a particular
denomination cannot be counted on in our world. While there
are a number of factors that contribute to this, two important
ones are a general distrust of institutions and the
recognition of the wide variety of styles and programmes that
can be found in churches of the same denomination.
For Home to Home to be effective, movers need to be
referred to churches that will offer them the style of
worship, range of ages and programme options most likely to
lead to a successful transition.
Please fill in this profile questionaire and return to
Home to Home in the envelope provided as quickly as possible.
Church Name
Street Address
Code ??? ???
Denomination
1 . Worship Style
Check 0 the description that comes closest to identifying
the
most common worship style in your church.
? tradtional ? informal ? charismatic
? contemporary ? blend of styles
2. Congregational Music
Rank the type of hymns/songs most often included in the
Sunday worship order for congregational singing. ( l=most used,
etc. )
[ ] denominational hymnal published in 19
[ ] any other hymnal
please name
[ ] contemporary song book published in 19
[ ] variety of sources with words printed in worship order
[ ] sing from overhead projections
Is your church a Christian Copyright License holder?
? yes ? no
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3. Music in worship
Check 0 all types of vocal and instrumental music used in
the Sunday morning worship service. Rank { } the types
according to the frequency of their use. ( l=most used)
? adult choir singing traditional anthems { }
? adult choir singing contemporary anthems { }
? youth choir singing music chosen for them { }
? youth choir singing music chosen by them { }
? children's choir { }
? soloists singing traditional music { }
? soloists singing contemporary music { }
? orchestra or instrumental ensembles { }
? instrumental soloists { }
? handbell choir { )
4 . Average Sunday School attendance
5 . Average Sunday morning worship attendance
6 . Please indicate the type of groups actively meeting as part
of your regular church schedule. Please do not indicate
groups to be started in the future. You will have
opportunity to update this profile-
Choirs: ? adult, ? youth, ? children, ? handbell
Instrumental: ? orchestra, ? ensembles
? Children's groups
? Youth groups
? Adult social groups
? Sport groups, please specify�
? Singles ' groups
? Small group Bible studies
? Support groups
? Other, please specify�
7. Describe the classes offered for adults and teens during
the weekly Sunday School hour.
8. Use the remainder of this page to describe any outstanding
characteristic or programme of your church that has not yet
been identified in this profile.
Thank you for your co-operation in this ministry -
Home to Home, 110 Church Street, Markham, Ontario. L3P 2M4
H omne to H
Relocsiiion Referrs,! Saervice
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Instructions for Using This Kit
The basic tool for the Home to Home Ministry is the
postcard enclosed in quantity. Included on each card is a
box to indicate the need for additional cards. Be sure to
keep an adequate supply on hand. A sample facsimile
transmission page is also included for you to photocopy
and use.
As soon as you become aware of the impending move of a
person or family of such distance that continued
attendance at their present church becomes unlikely or
impossible, please discover the new address and the date
of the move. This information is the most immediately
needed because if notice of the move is received at the
Home to Home office after the moving date, it is then
impossible to arrange a caring welcome through a church in
the new community. Other information requested on the
card should also be filled in as completely as possible.
Please note the Home to Home cards should not be used to
pass along information regarding a long completed move.
Included in this kit is a suggested service of recognition
which can be used as part of a farewell to a moving member
or family. It is intended that this would be part of a
Sunday service of worship. Feel free to adapt the
material to your circumstances. The reason for including
such a recognition service is a belief that recognition of
what this person or family has meant to one congregation
will give encouragement to pursue active involvement in a
new congregation. You may not wish to use the service in
the format suggested. It is included in this kit to
emphasize the need for a good-bye to be said to those
relocating. Do it in a manner consistant with your
worship style.
Also included is a page suggesting ways your congregation
can provide care when you are on the receiving end of a
Home to Home referral.
The last item is an evaluation/suggestion form. Home to
Home is always looking for ways to improve this ministry,
and your constructive criticism and suggestions are always
welcome .
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A Service of Recognition for Moving Members
Pastor: The church is a family of faith.
United by the love of God and our
salvation through Jesus Christ, we are
sisters and brothers. And, for a
time, (name of congregation) is our
home.
Leader: In (give date) this part of the family
of faith rejoiced to welcome
(give names) . With them/her/him we
discovered what it means to
love and serve God in this community.
Now, they are leaving this community
for a new one, this part of God's
family for the new place God has in
mind for them.
( It is appropriate here to mention the
particular contribution of the
person(s) moving.)
People: As your sisters and brothers, we wish
you God's continuing guidance and
strength. As you have witnessed to
your faith here, find your place of
service in your new church home.
Remember us in your thoughts and
prayers, as we will remember you. We
will miss you, but we thank God for
the life we have shared.
The Lord watch between you and us,
when we are absent one from the other.
Amen.
Outside of card
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Home to Home
110 Church Street
Markham, Ontario, Canada
L3P 2M4
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Inside of Card
Home to Home Relocation Information
This referral comes from Baptist Church.
Please indicate here if additional Home to Home postcards are needed ?
The following person/family is moving.
Name
Old Address
Code
Telephone [ )_
New Address
Code
Telephone [ L
Moving date
Names of children living at home Age
Special information or specific needs of this person/family
to help new church and pastor care effectively
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.Home to I oMie F,ax
Home to Home Relocation Information
This referral comes from Baptist Church.
The following person/family is moving.
Name
Old Address
Telephone [ }_
New Address
Telephone [ ]_
Code
Code
Moving date_
Names of children living at home Age
Special information or specific needs of this person/family
to help new church and pastor care effectively
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Welcoming The Mover
The ministry of welcoming a person or family new to
your church and community requires dedicated caregivers.
Depending upon the frequency of moves into your community,
the church should appoint one volunteer for every 100
persons in active worship attendance. For example, if your
church has a regular worship attendance of 135, there should
be two people who can be called upon for this ministry of
welcoming. Or, your church may have a hospitality or
congregational care committee which would accept this
ministry as part of their responsibilities. The best person
to be involved in this ministry is one who has recently
moved and is particularly sensitive to the needs that will
be felt by another person who is new to the community.
Your welcoming ministry to movers should include the
following:
� Make certain the person who sorts the mail at your church
knows who is to receive the Home to Home cards which will
advise of an impending move to your community.
� If sufficient advance notice has been given, a card
should be sent to the current address of the mover,
assuring the person or family of the prayer support of a
new church family and briefly noting what will be brought
to the new home/apartment, at what time and giving a
number to call in case plans are changed.
� On moving day, the welcoming church should offer �
� coffee break beverages and snacks
� lunch and supper
� babysitting for infants and small children
� help with practical details such as contacting
utility and telephone companies
� a bucket with cloths and cleaning supplies
� an opportunity for an informal evening dessert break
at the home of another church member where the
business and perhaps stresses of the day can be
spoken about and, if possible, laughed about.
� The day following the move, an assortment of meal items
should be delivered that can be used by the new
family/person as desired.
If your church has a freezer, it can be stocked with
various items and an assortment of these foods can be
sent.
� Within the first week following the move a person familiar
with the community should visit with the new person or
with the whole family offering information about the
community and answering the mover's questions about the
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community and services offered. For example, children
will want to know about schools and sports and the nearest
mall .
Provide either the completed For Your Information page or
include such information in the visit suggested above.
The FYI page is preferable because the information will be
used on more than one occasion and will include names and
numbers the movers do not think to ask for during the
visit but which they will subsequently need.
Arrange to accompany the movers to church on the first
Sunday they are in the community. Introduce them to the
pastor and other staff members and, if appropriate to that
family, introduce youth group leaders. Arrange for a
luncheon invitation.
Provide the names and address of the movers to the person
in your church who adds names to the mailing list.
Newcomers need to be advised of upcoming events in the
life of the church.
Arrange for movers to be accompanied to the next age-
appropriate event in the life of the church. Remember,
even if they know of the event, newcomers may not assume
they are welcome.
Confirm with the pastor or appropriate committee that the
recent mover's name has been given to the person(s) who
are responsible for follow-up with those new to the
congregation .
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For Your Information
Included below is information that will be helpful as
you make the adjustment to living in your new community.
Please remember, we want to help you in any way possible.
If there is any information you need not included on this
page, please call the numbers at the end of this page.
Emergencies :
Police Fire
Baked Goods
Pet Food
_
Pizza
Ambulance Hospital
Recommendations :
Doctor Dentist
Car Repair Hairdresser_
Appliance Repair Day Care
Restaurants
Utilities :
Gas Telephone_
Electric and Water
The best place to buy . . .
Groceries
Meat
Milk
For other information or other help you need, please call
Name Telephone
Name Telephone
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Home to Home Evaluation
The Home to Home ministry kit is worthwhile only if it
is helpful to the person using it. Please use this form to
indicate your level of satisfaction with this kit and to
make suggestions for improvements. Your comments will be
taken seriously. Our aim is to provide a tool that will
assist in your ministry to relocating members moving from
and coming to your community.
Section One
Please circle the number which best expresses your opinion
of each part of the Home to Home kit.
1 = very satisfied 2 = satisfied
3 = dissatisfied 4 = very dissatisfied
5 = no opinion
Instruction page
Welcoming the mover
Service of Recognition
For Your Information page
Postcards for referral
Overall opinion
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
Section Two
� Please indicate the number of referrals you have made
using the Home to Home postcards-
?
� Please indicate the number of referrals you have received
from the Home to Home office-
?
Please use this space and the reverse side of this sheet to
make any additional comments-
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